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Sixth Session, Commencing at 9.30 am

MISCELLANEOUS

1201
Bank mint roll wrappers, decimal in packs (21), mostly 
Commonwealth and ANZ, bank cloth bags (24). Fine - very 
fine. (45) 

$50

1202
Coin cases, for mixed dates proof gold floral emblems and 
Sydney 2000 silver and gold issues. All without coins and 
certificates otherwise virtually as new. (25) 

$30

1203
Albums, an assortment, including four Leuchtturm albums 
for coins of all the European nations, three of which are 
sealed (4), and an empty Hagner album with slipcase. Fine. 
(5) 

$60

1204
Stamp albums, Davo (2); Lighthouse (3). Unused. (5) 

$30

1205
Australia, loop soldered coins for wearing, sovereign 1888M, 
half sovereigns 1911S and 1912S; Netherlands, ten gulden 
1876. Very fine or better. (4) 

$1,400

 

 

1206*
Austria, Franz Joseph, gold four ducats, 1915 restrike 
(KM.2276). Set in gold frame surround mount. 

$900

  

1207*
Great Britain, George V, sovereign 1920, jeweller's copy. 
Very fine. 

$500

1208
Jeweller's coin copies, in gold, sovereigns 1895M (Jubilee 
head) in ornate frame (15K), another without frame, 
half sovereign 1893; miniature sovereign 1922; Cyprus, 
Makarios 1966, medallic half sovereign, 1966. Extremely 
fine - uncirculated. (5) 

$1,400

  

1209*
USA, gold five dollars or half eagle, 1909D, Indian head, 
jeweller's copy or counterfeit. Nearly uncirculated. 

$500

With a PCGS certificate counterfeit.

1210
World coin miniatures, in 8K (carat) gold of world coins 
including USA. In jewellery manufacturer's 8K packets, 
extremely fine - uncirculated. (31) 

$100

 

1211*
Ladies gold necklace, features 7 textured ball links at each 
side, all in gold (22ct; 11.31g; 40cm). Extremely fine. 

$750
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1212*
Ladies Gold Necklace, a yellow gold twist chain intertwined 
with a white gold box chain (39cm, 18ct gold, 24.53g). 
Extremely fine. 

$780

 

1213*
Ladies gold necklace, featuring a three strand snake chain by 
Forstner in gold (14ct; 33.20g; 40cm). Very fine. 

$1,400

 

1214*
Gold and pearl earrings, a pair of gold earrings (14ct; tot wt 
5.80g), circular with press-together ball fittings at top, each 
with a pearl supported by a gold rope design free-running 
on the loops. Extremely fine. 

$200

1215*
Ladies diamond dress ring, features three brilliant round cut 
diamonds across the top, all claw set (approx .50ct, .80ct 
and .50ct) with decorated shanks to a gold band (18ct; tot 
wt 3.51g). Extremely fine. 

$3,000

 

1216*
Ladies diamond and emerald dress ring, features five brilliant 
cut round diamonds graduating in size from the top at each 
side, a total of approx 30 pts of diamonds, between the first 
three diamonds there are three small square cut emeralds, 
and there are two small square cut emeralds between the last 
diamonds, the diamonds are claw set and the emeralds are 
edge set, the setting is rhodium plated and the ring is gold 
(18ct; tot wt 2.89g). Good very fine. 

$700

Together with a Pandora ring case.

 

1217*
Ladies diamond ring, features  a diamond set two band with 
a cross over on another diamond set band with five bands 
together and three of these claw set with multiple small 
diamonds, all in white gold (18ct; tot wt 3.72g), in a white 
ring box by Diamonesque (Your Secret). Good very fine. 

$250

  

1218*
Pearl ring, features an oval grey natural pearl bezel set into 
a sterling silver ring, in a ring case by Kenneth Mansergh, 
Sydney. Very fine. 

$100
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1219*
Turquoise and diamond brooch, a voided circular brooch 
(30mm), in gold with a raised central polished circular 
blue cabochon turquoise, below this is a border of small 
diamonds and below and around the lattice pattern are set six 
individual oval blue cabochon turquoise and around the base 
is a band of small diamonds, all stones are claw set, on the 
back, behind the central stone is a clear capsule containing a 
locket of hair, pin-back and with a safety chain, around the 
edge of the back is inscribed, 'Victoria, R. 16 Feby 1857', 
in a silk drawstring bag. Good very fine. 

$300

Perhaps a gift from Queen Victoria.

 

1220*
Opals, an assortment of cut opals, ranging in colour with 
many showing flashes of red and green, each fit to be turned 
into jewellery or left as is, combined total weight of 4.3g. 
Fine. (7) 

$420

  

lot 1221 part

 

1221*
Andamooka Matrix Opals (Painted Ladies), both rough, the 
larger, 365g (approx 10x6.5x3.5cm), the face of the specimen 
showing bright lilac and electric blue opalisation, the smaller, 
136.31g (approx 7x6x2.5cm), with a variety of light colours 
wrapping around the surface. Fine. (2) 

$320

 

1222*
Opal, matrix opal from Andamooka (South Australia), 
weighing 1.57g (approx 2.1x1.4x0.3cm), swirls of iridescent 
red, blue, and green across all the surfaces. Fine. 

$100

 

1223*
Opals, an assortment of opal chips from Andamooka (South 
Australia) in a glass jar, a wide variety of colours including 
some black opals (approx 235g of chips). Fine. (lot) 

$350

1224*
White Opal, rough (approx 4.5x3x2cm), 22.26g, mined 
from Coober Pedy (South Australia). Stored in a glass jar, 
submerged in water, fine. 

$1,400
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1225*
Opal, red opal on natural rock from Coober Pedy (South 
Australia), weighing 1.66g (approx 3.2x0.9x0.4cm), with 
flashes of red, blue and green across the surface. Fine. 

$140

 

1226*
Opal, Coober Pedy (South Australia) rhomboid shaped opal, 
grey backed opal with glittering blue and green across the 
surface, on a natural rock backing. Fine. 

$70

 

1227*
Grey and white opals, an assortment containing a good 
variety of colour, including flashes of red and green, suitable 
for use in jewellery (combined total weight of 2.03g). Fine. 
(4) 

$140

1228
Opals, an assortment of small rough opal chips (70g), 
containing a variety of colours and sizes. Fine. (lot) 

$220

 

1229*
Opals, an assortment of rough boulder opals, a variety of 
colours can be seen coming through the boulders including 
blues and greens (total weight of chips, 105g). Fine. (lot) 

$100

 

1230*
Opals and gold, including an assortment of rough opal chips, 
ranging in colours, housed in small glass and plastic tubes 
(gross weight 95g); small jar of gold leaf and a small tube 
of scrap gold in rock. Fine. (lot) 

$280

 

1231*
Omega gent's wristwatch, De Ville model with gold case and 
dial (18ct; tot wt including band 37.68g), quartz movement, 
black hands and indicator bars at 5 minute intervals, black 
leather band. Working order unknown, otherwise good 
very fine. 

$750
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1232*
Rolex Oyster Royal gent's wristwatch, manual wind, 1950s, 
stainless steel case with silvered dial with gold indicator bars 
at 5 minute intervals and gold Arabic numerals at 15 minute 
intervals, also 1/5th second black divisions around edge, gold 
pointed baton hands and black seconds hand, stainless steel 
band with golden highlights, back cover of case inscribed, 
'To Dad/From/Kevin & Barry/25-12-'52'. Appears to be in 
working order, handling marks on glass cover from being 
worn, otherwise very fine. 

$1,000

1233*
Omega Constellation ladies wristwatch, manual wind, 
stainless steel case with gold bezel and Omega Swiss 
champagne dial, gold hands with luminous inserts, gold 
indicator bars and black Roman numerals on the bezel, 
Omega stainless steel bracelet with addition of 18ct golden 
features, in official Omega Constellation case. In working 
order, handling marks on case and bracelet from being worn, 
otherwise in excellent condition. 

$520

 

1234*
Ladies Cartier wrist watch, gold plated sterling silver, Paris, 
Swiss movement, in working order, leather band. Fine. 

$300

1235*
Swatch pearl bracelet watch, features a quartz watch in 
clear plastic case attached to a loose fitting double strand 
pearl bracelet/chain, together with warranty certificate and 
stamp for purchase in New York, USA, and with official case; 
also an orange multiple coil wrapped beaded necklace with 
varying sized beads and with a black silk ribbon at each end 
for attaching to wear at varying lengths (beaded area length 
38cm; each ribbon length 41cm). Working order of watch 
unknown as it probably needs a new battery, otherwise 
extremely fine. (2) 

$100
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1236
Gentleman's pocket watch, by Waltham, in gold (18 carat), 
(tot wt 128.27g). Broken, fair. 

$750

1237
Dunhill cigarette lighter, in red enamel and gold plated, Swiss 
made. In case of issue, fine. 

$100

1238
Notices Of Sculpture In Ivory, by M. Digby Wyatt, consisting 
of a Lecture on the History, Methods, and Chief Productions 
of the Art, delivered at the First Annual General Meeting of 
the Arundel Society, on the 29th June, 1855, First and only 
Edition published in London in 1856, hardcover, 54pp, with 
b&w photos, on fly page is written in ink, 'T.L.Donaldson 
Esq/with the kind regards of/his friend and Colleague/M. 
Digby Wyatt - May 23rd/1856', and on the inside of the 
front cover is another illegible inscription and it appears an 
Ex Libris sticker has been removed. Some light foxing, loss 
of paper around cover edges and on the spine, otherwise 
internally clean, in very good condition for age and rare 
signed by author. 

$150
With research on author.

1239
China, Ewer, Tanh Dynasty (A.D. 618 - 907), Changsha 
kiln, Hunan province, ovoid form with cylindrical neck and 
flaring mouth rim, large strap handle to rear, two smaller 
handles either side, decorated with three grape vines, (18 
cm high, 11 cm wide). With a 2 cm chip at mouth rim, 
otherwise very fine. 

$400

1240
China, Ming Dynasty, (A.D. 1368 - 1644), porcelain blue and 
white dishes, each 13 - 13.5 cm diameter, 3 - 3.5 cm high, 
with motifs of bees and mountain scenery. Very fine. (5) 

$200

1241
China, Ming style, porcelain incense cover boxes, with blue 
crab motifs on lids. Very fine. (10) 

$200

1242*
China, QianLong Reign Period of Great Qing, (1735 - 1796), 
yellow ground famille rose plate, with red rose and butterfly 
motif, (18cm diameter). Very fine. 

$200

1243
Edward VIII porcelain coronation set, incuding mugs, plates, 
bowls, and cups, all produced by Carlton Ware in England; 
also included is an Edward VIII teaspoon commemorating 
his coronation and subsequent abdication. Fine. (10) 

$60

 

1244*
Sterling silver, tobacco box, hallmarked for Birmingham, 
1904, maker Williams Ltd, of large oval form, squeeze action 
hinge, engraved, 'Viv. Parker /04', (810mm wide). Dent to 
one side, otherwise very fine with an unusual mechanism. 

$200

1245
Mug, 1/2 pint by S & S (Stokes & Sons), Victoria stamp, in 
hard metal electro plated, inscribed 'A.ALLAN/ LONDON 
TAVERN'; two more EPNS trophy mugs awarded to Berg 
M.Shute 1948 B.I.C. (cycling) First Past Post Trophy and 
the other J.Harris Trophy. Fine. (3) 

$50

1246
Cyprus, souvenir dagger with a carved timber handle and 
wooden scabbard with carved decoration including the word, 
'CYPRUS', with brass locking mechanism between scabbard 
and guard; Indonesia, small kris with Damascus steel blade 
and with a timber parrot head handle and a timber scabbard; 
trench art letter opener featuring a shaped blade fitted into 
a bullet head and with a RAF crown and eagle on the shell 
casing. Fine - very fine. (3) 

$100

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

1247
Telescope, brass, three barrell extension, 25x power, leather 
covers, impressed by maker Broadhurst Clarkson & Co. Ltd. 
E.Esdailr & Sons Pty Ltd Sydney (distributor) circa 1940s. 
Leather damaged, otherwise fine. 

$100
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1248*
Harpoon Gun, Thomas Bland & Sons, shoulder fire harpoon 
gun, c.1901, 12 gauge heavy barrel marked 'T BLAND & 
SONS, 2 KING WILLIAM ST STRAND, LONDON', serial 
numer 16222, walnut stock, brass and steel fittings, (95cm 
long), with two 63.5cm harpoons, housed in a custom 
perspex display case. Very fine and rare. 

$1,500

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

 

1249*
Music Box, Swiss/German, late 19th century - early 20th 
century, the 15cm cylinder playing ten airs as listed on tune 
sheet, accompanied by three saucer bells with flower and 
butterfly motifs, attractive walnut case with pilasters and 
glazed window, arched pediment with inset Roman numeral 
timepiece, (74cm high). Very fine in working order. 

$500

 

1250*
German wall clock, Vienna Regulator, in the manner of 
Gustav Becker, late 19th - early 20th century, ornate timber 
case with bronze horse finial, glass panels, pendulum and 
chimes, Roman numeral dial, (100cm x 35cm). Very fine. 

$150

 

1251*
German wall clock, Vienna Regulator, in the manner of 
Gustav Becker, 20th century, ornate timber case with horse 
finial, bevelled glass panels, pendulum and chimes, Roman 
numeral dial, (101cm x 59cm). Very fine. 

$150
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1252*
Wall clock, 20th century, European style timber model, 
in hinged long case with timber pilasters and finials, glass 
panels, Arabic numeral dial, brass pendulum, (122cm high). 
Very fine. 

$100

 

1253*
Russia, 18th century icon, oil on-wood, depicting the Virgin 
holding a chalice, (22cm x 16.5cm). Fine. 

$300

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 84, lot 3092.

 

1254*
Russia, late 19th Century icon traditionally painted depicting 
St. Nicholas the wonder worker half length with Christ and 
the mother of God in the roundels, with two saints in the 
borders in later gilt frame, (30.5cm x 26cm). Very fine. 

$500

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 86, lot 2313.

 

1255*
Russia, late 19th century icon traditionally painted with 
gilt ground and decorative border and in later gilt frame, 
depicting a saint three quarters length, (13cm x 10.5cm), 
(20cm x 17.5cm framed). Very fine. 

$400

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 86, lot 2316.
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1256*
Russia, late 19th century icon traditionally painted, depicting 
two saints full length with church in background, with gilt 
ground and decorative border in later gilt frame. (9cm x 7.5 
cm), (14.5cm x 13cm framed). Very fine. 

$300

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 86, lot 2328.

 

1257*
Russia, late 19th century icon traditionally painted depicting 
three saints full length with elaborate gilt ground, in later 
gilt frame (27cm x 23cm). Extremely fine. 

$600

 

1258*
Captain Cook's First Voyage lithograph, A Native of 
Otaheite, in the Dress of his Country, (approx 20.5x26.5cm), 
by S. Parkinson, engraved by R.B. Godfrey Sc., being plate 
3 from Sydney Parkinson's expedition journal, 'A Journal 
of a Voyage to the South Seas, in His Majesty's Ship, the 
Endeavour', first published posthumously in 1773, matted 
and framed under glass (approx 40.5x47cm). Foxing on 
print, otherwise very fine. 

$240

Sydney Parkinson was an artist and botanical illustrator hired by Joseph 
Banks to be a member of Captain Cook's First Voyage to the Pacific in 1768. 
He died at sea aboard the Endeavour in 1771.

 

1259*
Captain Cook's First Voyage lithograph, A Woman & a Boy, 
Natives of Otaheite, in the Dress of that Country, (approx 
20.5x26.5cm), by S. Parkinson, engraved by T. Chambers Sc., 
being plate 5 from Sydney Parkinson's expedition journal, 
'A Journal of a Voyage to the South Seas, in His Majesty's 
Ship, the Endeavour', first published posthumously in 1773, 
matted and framed under glass (approx 40.5x47cm). Foxing 
on print, otherwise very fine. 

$240
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1260*
Captain Cook's Third Voyage lithograph, A Human 
Sacrifice, in a Morai, in Otaheite, by J. Webber, the drawing 
featuring Tahitians with Captain James Cook assembled at 
the sacrifical scene with some of his men, lithograph in b&w 
by W. Woollett, (approx 47.5x27cm) and with frame (approx 
65x45cm), matted and timber framed under UV protection 
glass. Extremely fine. 

$350

John Webber was appointed as the official artist for Captain James Cook's 
third voyage of discovery. A successful landscape artist, Webber provided the 
illustrations for the three volume set of the official record of the voyage and 
after returning to London he exhibited these works at the Royal Academy. 
It was on this third voyage that Capt Cook was killed in Hawaii on 14 
February 1779 after a dispute with the local inhabitants. 

This drawing would have been done in 1776 since Tahiti was Cook's first 
landing as he had to return Omai, a young native of the island of Huahine 
near Tahiti who had travelled to England aboard the Adventure during 
Cook's second voyage. Omai was the first South Sea Islander to be seen 
there thus creating much curiosity. He became the 'darling' of the London 
scene and was even introduced to the King and Queen.

Together with basic history of John Webber (1752-1793).

 

1261*
Captain Cook's Third Voyage lithograph, An Offering 
before Capt Cook, in the Sandwich Islands, by J. Webber, 
The Landscape Eng. By Middiman, The Figures by Hall, 
the drawing featuring the local inhabitants with Captain 
James Cook with some of his men assembled at a village 
meeting, lithograph in b&w (approx 38x24cm) and with 
frame (approx 57x42cm), matted and timber framed under 
UV protection glass. A few scrapes on frame, otherwise 
extremely fine. 

$350

 

1262*
Captain Cook's Third Voyage lithograph, The Reception 
of Captain Cook in Hapaee, (Tonga) by J. Webber, Heath 
sculp., the drawing featuring a gathering of local inhabitants 
in a circle watching a traditional combat match, with village 
structures, English sailors talking to village women and other 
daily routines of village life, lithograph in b&w (approx 
39x24cm) and with frame (approx 57x42cm), matted and 
timber framed under UV protection glass. Very fine. 

$350

1263
Linton, Richard, colour lithograph, 'China Bound', 1979, 
signed and dated by the artist, framed, certificate attached, 
(65cm x 55cm). Very fine. 

$150

1264
Linton, Richard, colour lithograph, 'Rounding The Horn', 
1980, signed and dated by the artist, framed, (65cm x 55cm). 
Very fine. 

$150

1265
Linton, Richard, colour lithograph, 'Fair Wind For 
Australia', 1981, signed and dated by the artist, framed, 
certificate attached, (65cm x 55cm). Very fine. 

$150

1266*
China, early 20th century, silk painting depicting an orange 
and yellow songbird in a cherry tree in blossom, signed to 
left with additional inscription, framed, (96cm x 58cm). 
Very fine. 

$150
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1267*
Boyd, Arthur Merric Bloomfield (1920 - 1999), oil on board "Pulpit Rock, Shoalhaven", (37.5 cm x 30.5 cm). Very fine. 

$15,000

Ex Goodmans Auction, Oct, 2000, (lot 85).

 

1268*
Boyd, Arthur Merric Bloomfield (1920 - 1999), oil on board, "Pulpit Rock, Shoalhaven", (37 cm x 30 cm). Very fine. 

$15,000

Ex Goodmans Auction, Oct, 2000, (lot 110).
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1269*
Boyd, David, oil on board, 'Study 16 in red', 1992, signed, 
framed, (37cm x 29cm), (framed 52cm x 45cm). Very fine. 

$1,500

 

1270*
Boyd, David, oil on board, scene of a lady beside a river, 
c.1990s, signed, framed, (23.5cm x 27.5cm), (57cm x 55cm 
framed). Very fine. 

$3,000

 

1271*
Boyd, David, oil on board, two girls with apple, c.1992, 
signed, framed, (28cm x 24cm), (47cm x 43cm framed) . 
Very fine. 

$3,000

 

1272*
Boyd, David, oil on canvas, 'Clown resting in the Bush', 
1992, signed, framed, (34cm x 26.5cm), (47cm x 40cm), 
framed). Very fine. 

$3,000
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1273*
Picasso, Pablo, original lithograph, 'Nude and Ringmaster', 
dated 21/12/53, from Verve 29-30 published in 1954, signed 
'Picasso' in blue, (34.5cm x 26cm), (50.5 x 41.5cm framed). 
Very fine. 

$500

 

1274*
Ken Knight, landscape painting featuring a rustic cottage 
surrounded by aspects of rural living such as sheds, water 
tower, trees and chickens, artists signature in bottom left 
(approx 70x37cm), housed in a wooden frame (approx 
89.5x56cm). Very fine. 

$560

1275
Coloured print of a man carrying a large nugget of gold from 
Port Phillip, (approx 16x13cm), from the Illustrated London 
News (1853), attractively framed under glass. Fine. 

$70

1276
Mason Jackson, black and white print titled 'Valley North 
of Milford Sound' (approx 13.5x18cm), from the Illustrated 
London News (1869), attractively framed behind glass. 
Fine. 

$70

1277
Coloured print titled 'Bourke Street, Melbourne, Looking 
East', (approx 15x14.5cm), unsigned (1886), attractively 
framed under glass. Fine. 

$60

1278
Samuel Prout, print of the Cockatoo Islands, engraved by 
T.Outhwaite (approx 20.5x17cm), attractively famed under 
glass. Fine. 

$70

 

1279*
New South Wales map, (approx 34x26cm), published Jan 4 
1828 by Samuel Arrowsmith, No. 10 Soho Square, London, 
features relief shown by hachures and spot heights, includes 
explorers' routes, also description of topography and 
boundaries of nine Counties in colour, matted and framed 
under glass (51x43cm). A few areas of light foxing, otherwise 
very fine and a scarce early Colonial map. 

$350

 

1280*
Map, Plan de la Ville et Forteresse de Malaca [Plan of the 
city and fortress of Malacca]', published by Jacques-Nicolas 
Bellin, 1750 (21.0 x 16.5cm). Minor foxing, good very 
fine. 

$150
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part 

1281*
World War II, two cover pages from The Sun newspaper 
covering events during the end of the war, the first, dated 
15/8/45 announcing the official surrender by the Japanese 
Emperor, the second, dated 30/8/45 covering the allied 
occupation of Japan, both pages approximately 50x40cm 
each, both framed under glass and are faded and crinkled. 
Fine. (2) 

$70

 

1282*
USA, signatory to the Declaration of Independence, Samuel 
Huntington (1731-1796), Lawyer born Connecticut, 
Delegate to the Continental Congress 1776, President of the 
Congress 1798-81, Lieutenant Governor and Chief judge 
of Superior Court of Connecticut 1784-86, Governor of 
Connecticut 1786-1796. Handwritten and original cheque 
for £8.0.0 for the State Treasurer, Hartford 10th May 1782, 
to pay the Sheriff of the Country of New Haven. Very fine. 

$500

Ex R & R Auction Nov 2011, catalog 378, item 221, with letter of 
authenticity.

 

1283*
Duke of Wellington (1769-1852), hand-addressed free-
franked envelope 1835 (76x122mm). Fine. 

$150

Ex R & R Auction Catalogue 337, item 404 with research and certificate 
of Authenticity.

1284
Edward, Prince of Wales, letter written to William John 
Clarke (1831-1897) offering congratulations to him (Dr. 
Clarke, in 1886 he received an honorary LL.D. from 
Cambridge University and a baronetcy in 1882) from an 
associate in Melbourne June 24, 1887 on his 'grand honour 
conferred on him by the Prince of Wales", a further note on 
p.3 of the letter is addressed to Sir William Clarke thanking 
him for his 'fraternal good wishes from the Prince of Wales' 
(dated June 23, 1887). Very fine. 

$100

 

1285*
Francois Rene de Chateaubriand, letter, written in French 
and signed "Chateaubriand", one page (approx 19x32cm), 
addressed to Marshal Jacques Macdonald, Duke of Taranto, 
Grand Chancellor of the Legion of Honour. Intersecting 
folds, uniform toning, and scattered wrinkles, but otherwise 
in good condition. 

$140
With a certificate of authenticity from Remarkable Results.
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part 

1286*
Envelopes addressed to Her Majesty Queen Mary, two with 
postage stamps and cancellations, the first a 1d stamp of 
King George V (cancelled in Richmond), the second a 25c 
Spanish stamp of Alfonso XIII (cancelled in Madrid), the 
last envelope without a stamp. Nearly fine. (3) 

$60

1287*
Henry W. Longfellow signature, 1875, in ink on 3x9cm 
slip, matted and framed with an original album photo of 
Longfellow to an overall size of 13.5x17.5cm, this also 
matted, all in a frame under glass (approx 26.5x36cm). 
Fading to ink (remaining fully legible), otherwise fine 
condition. 

$140

With letter of authenticity of PSA/DNA Autograph Authentication Team and 
certificate of authenticity of R&R Enterprises Autograph Auctions. 

1288
Alfred Lord Tennyson signature, in ink on manuscript bank 
draft of a folded page (18x11.5cm folded), in his hand to 
his lawyer, Odling Osborne & Co, Clement's Lane, London, 
posted from Freshwater with one penny stamp hand cancelled 
'July 18th 1862' and stamped 'PAID', across centre is written, 
'Pay M Jerennal Nerwood (or Merwood) or order eleven 
pounds and at bottom left corner '£11', crossed diagonally 
with two lines and written '& Co', in centre oval bank stamp 
of London & Westminister Bank, Lothbury, also stamp of 
National Provincial Bank of England ??? (illegible), signed 'A 
Tennyson', on back written in ink, 'Isu.Mist (?) Merwood/his 
mark (with X beside)', below 'Witness (signed) J.F.Isaacson'. 
Second, light bank stamp over signature, scattered light 
creasing and wrinkling, otherwise very good. 

$180

With letter of authenticity of PSA/DNA Autograph Authentication Team, 
certificate of authenticity of RR Auction and biographical notes on 
Tennyson.

The witness, John Frederick Isaacson was the Rector of All Saints, the 
Freshwater parish church on the Isle of Wight where Tennyson lived. In 
1884 Queen Victoria created Tennyson as Baron Tennyson, of Aldworth in 
the County of Sussex and of Freshwater in the Isle of Wight.

 

1289*
John F.Bolt, handwritten note on Malaya, JIM note for ten 
dollars (P.M7c), 'John F.Bolt, Black sheep Squadron (Vella 
ha Vella) 1943' written across top of the back of the note. 
One diagonal fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated. 

$200

With certificate of authenticity from R.R.Auction catalogue 359, item 414 
July 2010. With research.

The only marine flying ace of World War II and the Korean War. He was 
responsible for shooting down six Japanese planes in the Solomons and six 
Soviet MiGs in Korea ten years later.
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1290*
Franklin D Roosevelt Signature, USA President's pencil 
signature on piece of paper and pasted above American flag 
with Pledge of Allegiance below, professionally mounted and 
framed with a photo of Roosevelt above. Extremely fine. 

$250

 

lot 1291

1291*
Pearl Harbor survivors' signatures, in ink and felt tip pen on 
individual white cards (approx 11x6.5cm), with narrative 
of Franklin D. Roosevelt's comments the day after the 
bombing and his photo, the signatures are those of Herb 
Weatherwax, Fred Johnson, Julius Finnern, James Bounds, 
Donald Stratton, George Lininger, Cecil Calavan, Paul 
Goodyear, John Newnam and Sterling Cale, some include 
their posting at the time of the attack, all cards and narrative 
double matted on white board (approx 33x61cm). Fine. 

$140

With certificate of authenticity of RR Auction.

1292*
Harry S. Truman signature, in ink on unnumbered cheque, 
for City Bank of Kansas City, Kansas City, Missouri, dated 
July 2, 1925 for $10.00 payable to M. E. Gibson, all details 
written in another hand, on back is stamp of First National 
Bank Kansas City Clearing House dated July 3, 1925 and 
endorsement of M.E. Gibson, punch hole cancelled 'City 
Bank/+7+3 25'. Two vertical folds, one through a letter of 
the signature, some toning under signature, otherwise fine. 

$200

With letter of authenticity of PSA/DNA Autograph Authentication Team, 
and biographical details of President Truman, 33rd President of the United 
States of America.

1293
Johnny Hart, a collection of items, including an original ink 
sketch of two cave people performing a musical number, on 
an off-white card (approx 26x21.5cm), signed under the 
image, "Hart", with Hart adding a brief handwritten note 
at the bottom, signed "J", accompanied by its oriinal mailing 
envelope, addressed by Hart and signed in the return address 
area; a matted finish photo of Hart working on a sketch 
(approx 23.5x19cm), signed and inscribed in blue ink; and 
a one page TLS (typed letter signed) (approx 18.5x26.5cm), 
signed "Johnny", accompanied by the original mailing 
envelope. Fine. 

$100

With a certificate of authenticity from Remarkable Results.
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1294*
Dr Seuss, original signed felt tip sketch of a green egg on 
a 16.5x9.5cm First Day Cover bearing a cachet honouring 
the World Food Program, signed "Dr. Seuss", matted with 
a colour page from the book, overall size 30.5x40.5cm. 
Fine. 

$280

With a certificate of authenticity from Remarkable Results.

 

1295*
Dr Seuss, glossy photo (approx 10.5x13cm), of Dr.Seuss, 
signed in black ink "Dr.Seuss". In fine condition with 
scattered light surface marks and impressions. 

$70

With a certificate of authenticity from Remarkable Results.

 

1296*
Ray Bolger signature, in black felt tip pen on a glossy b&w 
photo (approx 25x20cm) of the characters from the movie, 
Wizard of Oz, includes Tin Man (Jack Haley), Scarecrow 
(Ray Bolger), Dorothy (Judy Garland), Professor Marvel 
(Frank Morgan) and the Cowardly Lion (Bert Lahr), signed 
at the top right, 'To Dennis From The Scarecrow of Oz, Ray 
Bolger'. Fine. 

$140

With letter of authenticity of PSA/DNA Autograph Authentication Team 
and certificate of authenticity of RR Auction.

 

1297*
Marcel Marceau signature, in black felt tip pen on cardstock 
b&w photo (approx 23.5x28.5cm) of Marceau in stage 
make-up, with personalisation above signature to Rosemary 
and then message written in French. Creasing, small 
horizontal tear at right side, chipped corners and trimmed 
edges, otherwise very good. 

$220

With letter of authenticity of PSA/DNA Autograph Authentication Team 
and certificate of authenticity of RR Auction.
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1298*
James Leavelle, photo (approx 25x20cm) of Leavelle 
escorting Lee Harvey Oswald with Jack Ruby about to 
shoot him, signed in black felt tip "To Gerald Watt, James 
Leavelle". Fine. 

$70

With a letter of authenticity from PSA/DNA Authentication Services.

 

1299*
Rubin 'Hurricane' Carter signature, in silver ink on a b&w 
photo (approx 50x40mm) of him pounding his opponent 
through the ropes, together with an authenticated colour 
photo of him signing the large action photo, the large 
photo matted and framed under glass (approx 67x57cm). 
Extremely fine. (2) 

$250

With letter of authenticity from PSA/DNA Autograph Identification Team.

1300
Walter Lantz, signed sketch of Woody Woodpecker on paper 
(approx 13.5x20.5cm), inscribed underneath "To Ronald 
Tisch, Walter Lantz, 1988". Fine. 

$100

With a certificate of authenticity from Remarkable Results.

1301
Hank Ketcham, glossy photo of Kethcam equipped with 
a brush and a painting of Dennis the Menace (approx 
20x25.5cm), signed and inscribed with black felt tip "Warm 
regards to the Tisch Group! Hank Ketcham, 4-22-91". 
Fine. 

$90
With a certificate of authenticity from Remarkable Results.

 

1302*
The Eagles' Randy Meisner signature, in silver ink, dated 
12/3/02, on a printed potograph of Randy Meisner with his 
name printed below (approx 20x25cm). Fine. 

$180

 

1303*
Randy Meisner signature, in blue felt tip pen on stock matt 
finish b&w photo (approx 24x19.5cm) of Meisner in sports 
car under title 'Randy Meisner Live Dallas'; another in silver 
felt tip pen on stock glossy b&w photo (13.5x20cm) of 
Meisner with guitar and under signature is dated, '12.3.02'. 
Very fine. (2) 

$140

Randy Herman Meisner is an American musician, singer-songwriter and a 
founding member of Poco and the Eagles. He is best known for the Eagles 
hit song 'Take It to the Limit', which he co-wrote and sang.
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1304*
James Taylor signature, in blue felt tip pen on two album 
covers, Gorilla and One Man Dog, records not included. 
Scattered wear and creasing to both covers, otherwise very 
good. (2) 

$60

With letter of authenticity of PSA/DNA Autograph Authentication Team 
and certificate of authenticity of RR Auction.

James Vernon Taylor is an American singer-songwriter and guitarist, a five-
time Grammy Award winner, who was inducted into the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame in 2000.

  

1305*
Alice Cooper signature, in blue felt tip pen on 'From the 
Inside' album, includes album inside cover. Creasing along 
the edges, with a more pronounced crease to the bottom 
right corner on the back, mild corner wear, and a price clip 
towards the lower right edge, otherwise fine. 

$70

With letter of authenticity of PSA/DNA Autograph Authentication Team.

 

1306*
Fleetwood Mack, print of the single "As Long As You 
Follow Me", signed by members of the band, a total of six 
signatures, print size 27x34cm, framed under glass (approx 
38x45cm). Paper is wavy and possesses creasing marks, 
otherwise fine. 

$70

 

1307*
Rod Stewart signature, in blue felt tip pen on album cover 
'Blondes have more fun', record included. With partial 
separation along bottom edge, several creases and light 'ring 
of wear', very good. 

$70

With certificate of authenticity of RR Auction.
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part

1308*
Rod Stewart signature, in blue felt tip pen on album cover 
'Foolish Behaviour', record included; another and no record 
included. With some cover and edge wear, fine. (2) 

$70

With a certificate of authenticity from Remarkable Results.

 

1309*
Rod Stewart, Colour photo of Stewart leaning against a wall 
(approx 19.5x24.5cm), signed in blue felt tip. Fine. 

$70

With a certificate of authenticity from Remarkable Results and a letter of 
authenticity from PSA/DNA Authentication Services.

 

1310*
Rod Stewart signature, in blue felt tip pen on album cover 
'Never a Dull Moment', record not included. With some 
scattered light cover wear and creasing, very good. 

$60

 

1311*
Unidentified Latin document, approximately 15th century, 
15 lines of text on vellum, two wax seals attached at the 
bottom, the first stylised with a "P", the second with a 
decorated shield, document is approximately 28.5x14cm, 
attractively framed behind glass. Fine. 

$80

1312
Two documents, one written in Latin (not translated) in 
1468 and the other written in ancient English dated 1650, 
a crime report and arrest warrant, both on parchment. Aged 
and stained, otherwise very good. (2) 

$50
Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1313
Indentura facta (Indenture), 1567 in reign of Elizabeth I, very 
large document written in Latin on parchment, not translated 
but appears to be for sale of land at Dorchester, 4 Bundle 
K, with large wax seals attached. Age toned, otherwise very 
good for age. 

$100
Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.
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1314
Quit claim, 11 December 1546, written on parchment, 
two pieces by William Romney of Shoreham, Kent to his 
brother, John Romney, one piece wax sealed. Very aged 
and one piece with holed section on a fold and missing seal. 
Poor. (2 pieces) 

$50

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1315
Indenture document, written on parchment, 1552, between 
Henry Toke of the County of Kent and his younger brother 
Thomas Toke, with wax seal attached. Age toned, otherwise 
very good. 

$80

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1316
Indenture, 1586, for the sale of Grove House by Thomas 
Nott to his brother Anthony, with affixed seal, also large 
single page written in ink on both sides for the same sale; 
another Indenture made by Thomas Nott also sealed and with 
several additions on outside; yet another Indenture relating 
to Anthony Nott dated 1611, all documents on parchment 
except second item. Age toned, otherwise fine. (4) 

$150

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1317
Document in Latin, c1670s, profusely illustrated across the 
top with Royal crest and various other decoration, written on 
parchment in Latin (not translated) with red ruled lines from 
top to bottom, no wax seals. Heavily age toned, otherwise 
very good with impressive illustrations. 

$100

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1318
Indenture document, 1700, written on parchment, between 
Henry Milomay and John Butler for sale of land, signed 
and wax sealed and with duty stamps affixed. Age toning, 
otherwise good fine. 

$120

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1319
Document written in Latin, 1701, a parchment Indenture 
between Lord Raby and C. Hedges (later Sir) written in the 
reign of William III, stamped paper seal and with duty stamps 
affixed, signed at top Gulielmus R (William 'King'). Age 
toning and back heavily toned, otherwise very good. 

$100

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1320
Indenture document, written on parchment, 1729, made by 
John Rolfe on the marriage of his sister to bequeath certain 
items to family members, sealed and with duty stamps 
affixed. Age toning, otherwise good fine. 

$100

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1321
Indenture document, very large 2-page document of a 
settlement upon the marriage of Mr Philip Hill, son of Mr 
Charles Hill, with Susannah Mulos, written on parchment 
in 1755, signed and wax sealed by each person involved and 
with duty stamps affixed. Much age toning, otherwise fine. 

$100

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1322
Indenture for lease of land, written on parchment, 1791, in 
parish of Tamworth (?), by Thomas Symons and Johanna 
Symons, signed and sealed with duty stamps affixed, 
subsequently endorsed when lease surrendered. Age toned, 
otherwise fine. 

$100

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1323
Documents, includes, Defense statement, by James Cherry, 
1840; Indenture of Conveyance, 1853; Indenture by William 
B Watchorn, 1857; Indenture between Joseph C Firth and 
George Wilson, 1858; Agreement between Bank of NSW 
and L. M. Bayless, 1878. Good fine. (5) 

$80

1324
Indenture document, 23 September 1859, for conveyance of 
two pieces of land in County of Somerset, from F.C.Follett 
to J.R.Allen and Reverend C.J.Allen, signed and wax sealed 
and with duty stamps affixed, document includes map of 
location. Some light age toning, otherwise very fine. 

$150

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1325
Tasmania title deeds on vellum, 1868 (2), 1882, 1911 (2), 
with duty stamps and seal. Very fine. (6) 

$80

1326
Great Britain, Probate Will, Mr K. Rothwell, 1899, 
Manchester, with embossed paper seal; 95 year lease of 
house from 1855 in London (Paddington) with embossed 
duty stamp. Very fine. (2) 

$60

1327
Map of Cities of London, Westminster, with the Borough 
of Southwark, Vth Edition, as it was in 1814, printed in 
sections on paper and then attached to linen backing to 
fold-out, name written at top front; also Farmer's Day 
Book, written in pen on blank pages, written title on cover, 
'Memorandum/Nov 10th 1802/Chas. Cooke'. Both items 
with age toning, some loss of paper on book, otherwise very 
good - fine. (2) 

$100

Ex M.J.Syddell Collection.

1328
Tonga, Plan of Tongatapu scale map (approx size 70x50cm), 
a vintage map on dark pink coloured paper with green and 
blue print showing numbered allotments and also showing 
nearby islands. Very fine. 

$40
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1329*
Bill of Lading, ship, "St. Michael", dated, 22 Feb 1787, cargo 
of soap, Marseille to Agde, France. Very fine. 

$100

 

1330*
Bill of Lading, ship, "L' Heureu de Magdelaine", cargo of 
soap. dated 25th January 1790, Marseille to Agde, France. 
Very fine. 

$100

1331
Bill of Lading, ship "La Marie Rose", Capt. Donat Monniere, 
cargo of Olive, dated, 16th April 1806, Marseille to Agde, 
France. Very fine. 

$100

1332
Bill of Lading, ship, "Le Bon Pere", Capt. Francois Jouve, 
cargo of soap, dated, 29 Feb 1807, Marseille to Agde, 
France. Very fine. 

$60

1333
Bill of Lading, ship, "Notre Dame de Grace", Capt. Loriol, 
cargo of soap, dated, 8 Feb 1812, Marseille to Agde, France. 
Very fine. 

$100

1334
Queensland pilot's documents, includes booklet for 
Commonwealth of Australia, Private Pilot's Certificate and 
Licence (Flying Machines), issued 1931; another similar 
booklet for Government of the Federated Malay States, 
issued 1934 (half page with photo torn out); Pilot's Log 
Book, 1931-1934; also another item issued to a different 
person being a Royal Victorian Aero Club member's card 
no.195 for 1936. Very good - fine. (4) 

$50

1335
Banking ephemera, company cheques for Gregory Steele 
Products Pty. Ltd., cheque numbers 3707-4099, all various 
dates of 1967. Used, good fine. (393) 

$30

1336
Bond, Reorganisation of Chinese Gold Loan of 1913, interest 
or dividend coupons 52 to 94 (1939 to 1960), also USA, 
brass brothel tokens, four different. Very fine. (5) 

$50

1337
Great Britain, The Louth & East Coast Railway Company, 
parchment share certificate no.416 for two shares of ten 
pounds each to Thomas Ashley of Aswell Lane South in 
the County of Lincoln, Implement Manufacturer, dated 11 
August 1876, impressed with the company seal. Folds, some 
tape on edges and rusted pin hole at bottom left corner, 
otherwise very fine. 

$100

Thomas Ashley owned an iron foundry, Thomas Ashley's Aswell Iron Works, 
which employed over 100 men in the 1860s. It made ploughs, fertiliser 
spreaders, horse shoes, mowers, reapers and other similar items. In 1857 
Ashley won first prize for an agricultural implement at the North Lincolnshire 
Agricultural Society Show.

1338
Great Britain, The Commonwealth Oil Corporation Limited, 
share certificate no.1077 for fifty preferred ordinary shares 
named to Arthur Scott Dunkin Francis Esq, dated 25 June 
1907, signed by directors including D. Elliott Alves, with 
endorsement on back following additional payment and also 
at the top front noting holder is deceased and security now 
derelict. With pin holes at left corner, folds and creases and 
small tear at bottom edge, otherwise fine. 

$100

Together with research on D. Elliot Alves who was born in Dunedin, New 
Zealand in 1870. He founded the scheme for building great oil reserves in 
England. He owned Bryn Bras Castle in Caernarvon, Gwynedd, Wales. He 
was also mayor of Caernarvon for six years and High Sheriff of the county 
in 1931-32. Arthur Francis' daughter, Joan Francis, apparently inherited 
the shares. She married Lt-Col Charles Edward Hamill-Stewart DSO, a 
descendent of 1st Baronet of Edinburgh Sir William Arbuthnot and Lord 
Provost of Edinburgh by King George IV.

1339
The Labuan & Borneo United Opium Farm, share certificate, 
dated 19th April 1907, cancelled. Several holes, fine. 

$80
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1340*
Share scrip, including Societe des Mines D'Or de Kilo-
Moto, Belgian Congo gold mines, From the head office 
in Kilo (approx 31x21cm), attractively framed behind 
glass; Tramways et Enterprises Electriques de la Banlieue 
de St Petersbourg, the Tram and Electric companies of 
St Petersburg, from the head office in Antwerp (approx 
37x26cm), attractively framed behind glass. Fine. (2) 

$80

1341
Share scrip, The Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company, Aug 
10 1943 for one hundred shares of common stock; Broken 
Hill South Limited, January 1926 for fifty shares. Both 
perforated paid & cancelled, very fine - extremely fine. (2) 

$40

 

part

1342*
Share Scrip, Belgium, including Societe des Mines D'Or de 
Kilo-Moto, Belgian Congo gold mines, from the head office 
in Kilo, 1944, with 16 coupons attached; Societe Miniere 
Joltaia-Rieka (Krivoi Rog), c.1902, with coupons attached, 
(3). Very fine. (4) 

$100

1343
Share Scrip, Canada, including Hudson Bay Mining and 
Smelting Co Limited, 1944; International Nickel Company 
of Canada Limited, 1930; The Silver Bird Cobalt Mines 
Limited, 1907. Very fine, the last rare. (3) 

$100

1344
Share Scrip, France, including, Charbonnages de Millau, 
1923, with coupons; Compagnie des Mines de Bruay, 1939, 
with coupons; Societe Francaise de Forage et de Recherches 
Minieres, 1898, with coupons; Societe Anonyme des Mines 
d'Anthracite de Sainte-Agnes, Isere, 1909, with coupons. 
Very fine. (4) 

$100
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part

1345*
Share Scrip, France, including, Societe D'Exploitation des 
Mines D'or de la France, 1896, with coupons, (2); Societe 
Miniere & Fonciere du Bandama, 1913, with coupons; 
Syndecat Lyonnais du Klondike, 1905, with coupons. Very 
fine. (4)

$100

1346
Share Scrip, Mexico, Compania Minera Las Dos Estrellas, 
1906. Very fine. 

$50

 

part

1347*
Share Scrip, Peru, Compania del Ferrocarril de la Oroya y 
Mineral de Pasco, 1878, no.7011 and no.7025. Very fine 
and scarce. (2) 

$100

1348
Share Scrip, Spanish Morocco, Minas Norte-Africanas, 1956, 
with coupons. Very fine. 

$50

1349
Share Scrip, Turkey, Societe Anonye Ottomane des Mines de 
Balia-Karadain, 1923, with coupons. Very fine. 

$50

1350
Share Scrip, United Kingdom, Daggafontein Mines Limited 
1938, with coupons; Glenaulin Caribilleen Mining Company 
of Ireland 1852; Malacate Mining and Smelting Co. Ltd. 
1896. Very fine, the second rare. (3) 

$120

1351
Share Scrip, United Kingdom, Metals Extraction Corporation 
Limited, 1913; Shell Transport & Trading Company, Limited, 
1929; Snow Brook Silver Lead Mining Company, Limited, 
1875; Zapopan Mines, Limited, 1895. Very fine. (4) 

$100

1352
Share Scrip, USA, American Mines Syndicate Company, 
Arizona, 1910; Goldfield Daisy Mining Syndicate, Arizona, 
1907; Grand Island Mining and Tunnel Co., Arizona, 1901; 
Green Monster Mining Company, Arizona, 1916; Kaibab 
Copper Company, Arizona, 1918; Little Kingdom Mining 
Co., Arizona, 1912. Very fine. (6) 

$100

1353
Share Scrip, USA, Manhattan Mascot Gold Mining Co., 
Arizona, 1907; Nevada=Commonwealth Mining & Milling 
Company, Arizona, 1907; Round Mountain Sandstorm Gold 
Mining Co., Arizona, 1907; Telluride Mining, Milling and 
Development Company, Arizona, 1917; United Mining and 
Exploration Company, Arizona, 1904. Very fine. (5) 

$100

1354
Share Scrip, USA Las Casas Gold Mining Company, 
Columbia, 1888. Very fine. 

$50

1355
Share Scrip, USA, Cheyenne Consolidated Mining Company, 
(Dakota), 1881. Very fine. 

$50

1356
Share Scrip, USA, Alma Lincoln Mining Company, Colorado, 
1935; Cape Cod Mining and Reduction Co. Colorado, 188--; 
Carmer Mining Company, The, Colorado, 189-, (2); El Paso 
Consolidated Gold Mining Company, Colorado, 1920; Great 
Northern Oil Inc., Colorado, 1925. Very fine. (6) 

$100

1357
Share Scrip, USA, Isabella Gold Mining Company, Colorado, 
1900; Mary Murphy Gold Mining Company, Colorado, 
1909; Montrozona Gold Mining Company of Cripple Creek, 
Colorado, 191(2); San Miguel Gold Placers Company, 
Colorado, 1891; Trail Mines, Inc., Colorado, 1954; Vixen 
Alluvial Gold Mining Co., Colorado, 1898. Very fine. (6) 

$100

1358
Share Scrip, USA, American Eagle Consolidated Mines Co., 
Delaware, 1920; Warrior Copper Company, Delaware, 
1910; Pierce Petroleum Corporation, Delaware, 1929; New 
Cornelia Copper Company, Delaware, 1920. Very fine. (4) 

$100

1359
Share Scrip, USA, C.& R. Mining Company, Idaho, 1913; 
another, 1922; Caledonia Mining Company, Idaho, 1915; 
Coal Creek Mining Co., Idaho, 1921; Happy Day Mining 
Company, Limited, Idaho, 1916. Very fine. (5) 

$100
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1360
Share Scrip, USA, Happy Day Mining Company, Limited, 
Idaho, 1916; Option Mining Company, Idaho, 1927; 
Portland Mining Company, Idaho, 1912; Puritan Mining 
Company, Ltd., Idaho, 1912; Shamrock Silver Mining 
Company, Incorporated, Idaho, 1907. Very fine. (5) 

$100

1361
Share Scrip, USA, Bingham Consolidated Mining and 
Smelting Company, Maine, 1906; Cobalt Central Mines 
Company, Maine, 1910; Gold Hill Consolidated Company, 
Maine, 1913; Golden King Mining & Investment Co., 
Maine, 1901; Montezuma Mines of Costa Rica, Maine, 
1908; Magma Copper Company, Maine, 1958. Very fine. 
(6) 

$100

1362
Share Scrip, USA, Calumet & Hecla, Inc., Michigan, 1959; 
Copper Range Company, Michigan, 1951; North American 
Iron Mining Company, Minnesota, 1909. Very fine. (3) 

$50

1363
Share Scrip, USA, Anaconda Company, Montana, 1962; 
Mohawk Mining Company, Montana, 1926; St. Helena 
Gold and Silver Mining Company, Montana, 189-; Goldfield 
Deep Mines Company, Nevada, 1920; Goldfield=Diamond 
Mining Company, Nevada, 1905. Very fine. (5) 

$100

 

part

1364*
Share Scrip, USA, Bald Mountain Mining Company, The, 
New York, 1881; Phelps Dodge Corporation, New York, 
1952; American Dredging Company, Philadelphia, 1901; 
American Nickel Company, South Dakota, 1907; Manhattan 
Jackson Mining Company, South Dakota, 1907. Very fine. 
(5) 

$100

1365
Share Scrip, USA, Alhambra Mining Company, Limited, 
Washington, 1906; Clugston Creek Mining Company, 
Washington, 1967; Guanajuato Consolidated Mining & 
Milling Co., West Virginia, 1920; N. K. W. Gold Mining 
Company, Wyoming, 1907. Very fine. (4) 

$100

1366
Share Scrip, USA, Lakeside Monarch Mining Co., Utah, 
1937; Massachusetts and New Mexico Consolidated Mining 
Company, 1882; Opohongo Mining Company, Utah, 1912; 
Valeo Mining Company, Utah, 1898; Victorious Mining Co., 
Utah, 1899. Very fine. (5) 

$100

1367
Olympic Games cards and photos, a collection of 53 cards 
and photos from 1896 to 1984, some b&w and others in 
colour, includes a rare opening of the 1908 games by King 
Edward VII in colour, and a b&w photo of Australian 
Marjorie Jackson with her gold medal at the 1952 Helsinki 
games, also an admission ticket for the Los Angeles Olympics 
weightlifting at Loyola Marymount University. Mostly fine 
- extremely fine. (54) 

$100

 

 

part

1368*
Germany, 1936 Olympic Games, Summer and Winter, 
photographic cards issued by cigarette manufacturer 
Cigaretten-Bilderdienst in Altona-Bahrenfeld, Germany, 
includes Part 1, 112 cards mainly b&w but includes several 
in colour, also Part 2, 32 standard b&w cards and 7 large 
b&w cards, the front of all cards are glossy photographic 
quality. Some cards have some foxing on the back, otherwise 
virtually as issued. (151) 

$320
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1369
Miscellaneous, an interesting group including Melbourne 
Olympic Games 1956 Sew on Arm Patch; Postage stamp 
covers, one from French Polynesia to LA USA, 1968 fixed 
with pictorials from 1Fr - 5 Fr and a USA cover 1937 from 
West Point fixed with West Point 5c stamp; Miner's Right 
issued for Ballarat 24 March 1904 for 2/6 No.18 to George 
B. Gilbert; together with photos and postcards of female 
nudes from Islands (5), pin-up nudes on sepia prints (4); 
WWII photos (6) as mostly postcards from Germany; modern 
copy of South Australia Commisioners authority, two shilling 
note dated 10 March 1837 by Thomas Gilbert; together 
screen and war photos (in all 7) with several certificates of 
Authenticity from the Chicago Tribune, subjects include 
scenes from "Captain Gallant of the Foreign Legion"; 
"Looking For Danger"; "Primitive Paradise", and in colour 
"Soldier of Fortune". Mostly very fine. (lot) 

$200

 

part

1370*
Royal Visit, ephemera, Brisbane, 1954 State Reception, 
Parliament House; another for Luncheon; Final Speech by 
the late Rt.Hon.J.B.Chifley M.P., Sunday, June 10 1951; Fold 
out postcard, Melbourne Exhibition Building and scenes, 
mailed 26.11.04. Fine - extremely fine. (4) 

$70

1371
Postcards, unused from 'Shooting the Chute', Prince's Court, 
Melbourne (colour); Maldon (Vic) (b&w); Tasman Empire 
Airways' Flying Boat "Aotearoa" at Auckland, NZ (colour); 
used, Queensland 1902, post stamped in Queensland, Sydney 
and NZ; Victoria letter card 1889, being an order for goods 
by P.A.Foley (a bootmaker) of Kyneton from J&R Main & 
Co (a boot manufacturer) at Richmond. Fine - very fine. 
(5) 

$50

1372
The North Coast S.N.Co., Ltd (Steam Navigation Co Ltd), 
post card featuring an image of Tinonee, showing Company's 
Store on Piles, addressed to Miss M.Dallas, "Riverview", 
Balclutha, unstamped and not posted. Some foxing on back, 
and age toning, otherwise very fine. 

$40

Miss Dallas was an exhibitor in the Industrial and Fine Art Department 
Adult Section with flower or fruit paintings at the Balclutha Horticultural 
and Industrial Society annual show in 1904. Balclutha is in Southland, New 
Zealand. The North Coast Steam Navigation Company was a shipping 
company that operated in Australia, and originally founded in northern 
New South Wales.

1373
Old postcard and Christmas card, the first postmarked 
1908 with a NSW postage stamp, the second dated 1901. 
Good. (2) 

$20

1374
Postcards, Australia pre 1920, Queensland 24 with penny red 
stamp, one with halfpenny green. Fine - very fine. (25) 

$50

1375
Postcards, Great Britain, includes unused war related 
b&w issues for H.M.S.Lion/Admiral Sir David Beatty; 
H.M.S.Birmingham; Britain's Mastery of the Air; also a used 
colour issue featuring 'Idzumo' Japanese 1st Class Cruiser; 
and a near mint condition b&w issue featuring King George 
V and Queen Mary in coronation robes, reverse marked, 
'Beagles' Postcards, S.W.Series, Sydney'. Very fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (5) 

$50

1376
Great Britain, b&w postcard for 'Gathering of the 
Q.M.A.A.C's. in Town Hall Sq', by Stephen Cribb, written 
on the back, 'Dearest, These are absolutely rotten cards on 
account of it being a very windy day. Anyway I thought you 
might like to see them. Love, E.'. Good very fine. 

$50

Q.M.A.A.C. (Queen Mary's Army Auxiliary Corps). With research.

1377
Australia, collection of rare wine, liquor and soda drink 
labels, c1920s-1940s, also a collection of advertising colour 
pages from The Times of India Annual 1928 (2), 1932 and 
The Madras Mail Annual, one featuring Australian products. 
Mostly very good - extremely fine, an interesting collection. 
(approx 30) 

$100

1378
Cigarette cards, Vice Regal (170) including Military 
leaders (Ogdens); Birds (Three Castles brand) (120), in two 
contemporary albums, De Reszde brand (6) photographic 
cards. Fair - extremely fine. (246) 

$150

1379
Shell Project Card Albums, four albums designed to take 60 
cards (5x8cm) inserted into precut leaves, each having a small 
caption below and on the cards back, giving information 
about each card and thus educating the collector, subjects are, 
flora, animals, shells, fish, coral,transport (not complete) and 
birds (one card missing in the album). Spiral bound albums, 
with a little wear otherwise fine. (4) 

$50
Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.
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1380*
Collector Cards, an assortment of collector cards from 
Australia and around the world including, Tuckfields 
Australiana Series Animals, 32 cards in the set (3); retro 
vintage Kinkara Tea packet insert recipe booklets (22) and 
Mothers Choice recipe cards by June Clyde from 1940's 
coloured and black & white (35); True to Life Stereo 
viewing cards on cars (21), sealife (2), Australian sights (7) 
and Asia (25); Liebigs Extract of Meat Company produced 
trading cards to increase the popularity of the meat extract 
in 1872, we have 5 from Italy and 6 Belgium, edged in gilt 
and very attractive and rare and a few more collector cards 
are included in this lot. Housed in a small box and fine. 
(approx 200) 

$50

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

 

part

1381*
Telephone cards, ten limited edition Coco-Cola 'Guys n Gals' 
$5 phonecard collectable folders, featuring the 1940's styles. 
Numbers 3261,3262,3263,3264,3265/4000, uncirculated 
and extremely fine. (10) 

$50

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

1382
Telephone cards, a large collection of used and unused 
Telecom phone cards, all range of donominations. Housed 
in five telephone card albums and fine. (500+) 

$80

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

1383
Telephone Cards, a large assortment of telephone cards from 
around Australia new and used, but many in presentation 
limited edition collector flat packs, including Tamworth 
$5, Sydney Opera House $5, Ettamogah Pub $5 and many 
many more. Housed in two cartons with one folder, all fine. 
(1000s) 

$50

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.
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ISLAMIC COINS

  

part

1384*
Sasanian, King, Khusru II (590-628), silver drachms, various 
dates, from the following mints, YZ (Yazd), BLH Balkh, 
NIHCh Nishapur, others uncertain (4.11 g), obv. bust 
to right with crown, name in outer margin, rev. fire altar 
with attendants, (Sellwood 65, Gobl 212, Sunrise -) (see 
illustration); together with an issue of Khusru I (531-579), 
Yazd mint, year 45, (Sellwood 54, Gobl 1/1, Sunrise 970). 
Mostly very fine. (7) 

$150
Ex M.J. Syddell Collection.

  

1385*
Arab-Sasanian Prototype Issue, Khusru II (A.D. 590 - 627), 
silver drachm or dirhem, (3.88 g), Darabgird mint, dated 
year 35 (A.D. 621), with word "praise" in outer margin, (cf.
Walker alpha [p.2] Plate I, alpha, cf.M.21, Sellwood type 62, 
Gobl 214). Uneven patination, good very fine and scarce. 

$100
Ex M.J. Syddell Collection.  

The typical Sasanian bust of this coin became the standard bust type of 
Islamic drachms with governor's names. This type with the additional word 
in the outer frame also became the model adopted by the Umaiyad Governors 
using this Sassanian coinage model for these issues.

  

1386*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Yazdigerd type, silver drachm, 
(32mm), (3.38 g), SK (Sijistan) mint, dated frozen YE 20 (AH 
30/1 = AD 651/2), obv. Crowned Sasanian-style bust right; 
bism allh in margin, rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, star 
and crescent flanking flames, (Album 1. SICA 1, 353-357; 
Wilkes ICC 1). Nearly extremely fine,  rare. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Baldwin's with ticket priced 
(£160) on 31 August 2006. 

All these types have the frozen date year 20 of Yazdigerd III and are believed 
to have been struck for about 15 years with this date.

  

1387*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, silver drachm, (31mm), 
(4.05 g), BYS (Bishapur) mint, dated YE 30 unknown era, 
anonymous type, obv. Crowned Sasanian-style bust right; 
bism allh in margin, rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, star 
and crescent flanking flames, (Album 4. cf.SICA 1, 110-111; 
Wilkes ICC 2). Nearly extremely fine, rare. 

$120

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Jean Elsen with ticket estimate 
price (Euros 125), from Sale 74, 21 June 2003 (lot 651). 

  

1388*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 'Abd 
Allah b. 'Amir (AH 41-45, AD 661-664), silver drachm, 
(27x31mm), (3.66 g), DA (Darabjird) mint, frozen date 
AH 43, obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right; bism allh in 
margin, rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, star and crescent 
flanking flames, (Album 6, cf.SACA 1, 238; Wilkes ICC 5). 
Extremely fine, odd shaped flan. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Jean Elsen with ticket estimate 
price (Euros 100), from Sale 69, 16 March 2002 (lot 731). 

  

1389*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Zivad 
b. Abi Sufyan (AH 45-54, AD 665-673), silver drachm, 
(31mm), (3.99 g), DA (Darabjird) mint, frozen date AH 43, 
obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right; bism allh in margin, 
rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking 
flames, (Album 8, cf.SACA 1, 239-240 [year 43], Wilkes ICC 
7). Irregular patination nearly extremely fine, scarce. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG Mail bid Sale 41 19 March 
1997 (lot 2672 part). 

Frozen date of 43 misread in CNG sale as 41.
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1390*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Samura 
b. Jundab (AH c.53-54, AD 672-673), silver drachm, 
(31mm), (3.82 g), DA (Darabjird) mint, frozen date AH 43 
crowned obv. Sasanian-style bust right; bism allh in margin, 
rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking 
flames, (Album 9, cf.SACA 1, 244 [year 43], Walker p.46, 
Wilkes ICC 8). Irregular patination, very fine with flan 
crack, very rare. 

$200

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Baldwin's London, Auction 23 
December 7, 2012 (lot 14).

  

1391*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Ubayd 
Allah b. Ziyad, (AH c.54-64, AD 673-683), silver drachm, 
(32mm), (4.03 g), DA (Darabjird) mint, frozen date AH 41, 
obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right; bism allh in margin, 
rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking 
flames, (Album 12, cf.SACA 1, 247 [year 45], Walker p.62 
[B.14], Wilkes ICC 11). Extremely fine, scarce. 

$120

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Spink & Sons London, 
Numismatic Circular, February 1997 (item 516).

  

1392*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Ubayd 
Allah b. Ziyad, (AH c.54-64, AD 673-683), silver drachm, 
(31mm), (4.10 g), DA (Darabjird) mint, date AH 52, obv. 
crowned Sasanian-style bust right; bism allh in margin, rev. 
fire altar flanked by attendants, crescent and star flanking 
flames, (Album 12, cf.SACA 1, 253-5 [year 51], Walker p.64 
[P.4], Wilkes ICC 11). Good very fine, scarce. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Colonial Rare Coins, 18 
December 1995 list 22 (item 716).

  

1393*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 
Mu'awiya caliph, (AH 41-60, AD 661-680), silver drachm, 
(32mm), (3.96 g), DA (Darabjird) mint, issued AH 54-55, 
frozen date AH 43, obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right; 
bism allh in margin, rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, star 
and crescent flanking flames, (Album 14, cf.SACA 1, 245-6 
[year 43], Walker p.25-6 [35-36], Wilkes ICC 4). Uneven 
patination, very fine, scarce. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Spink & Sons London, Auction 
Sale July 13, 1999 (lot 306). 

This is the earliest Islamic coin from this region that cites the name of the 
Caliph and the only known type that names this caliph.

  

1394*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 'Abd 
Allah b. al-Zubayr, a rival caliph (AH 60-73, AD 680-692), 
silver drachm, (32mm), (4.07 g), KRMAN-AN (Kirman) 
mint, dated AH 67 (AD 686/7) AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-
style bust right of Khosrau II type; bism allh in margin, rev. 
fire altar flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking 
flames, (Album 16, cf.SACA 1, 313 [year 67], Walker p.31 
[J.1], Wilkes ICC 13). Bright extremely fine, rare mint. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG eSale 176, 14 November 
2007 (lot 274). 

These drachms are dated in the Yazdigerd era.

  

1395*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 'Abd 
Allah b. al-Zubayr, a rival caliph (AH 60-73, AD 680-692), 
silver drachm, (28mm), (3.77 g), DA (Darabjird) mint, dated 
YE 60 (= AH 72, 691 AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-style 
bust right; bism allh in margin, rev. fire altar flanked by 
attendants, crescent and star flanking flames, (Album 16, 
cf.SACA 1, 270-1 [year 54], Walker p.35 [Th.6 and 47], 
Wilkes ICC 13). Good fine, toned, scarce. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG Mail Bid Auction Sale 
43, 24 September 1997 (lot 2827). 

These drachms are dated in the Yazdigerd era.
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1396*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Salm b. 
Ziyad, (AH c.61-65, AD 680-684), silver drachm, (34mm), 
(4.06 g), MRW (Marw) mint, dated AH 64 (683-4 AD), obv. 
crowned Sasanian-style bust right; bism allh in margin, rev. 
fire altar flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking 
flames, (Album 18, cf.SACA 1, 334 [year 64], Walker 133-5 
[p.79], Wilkes ICC 15). Extremely fine, scarce. 

$120

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Spink & Son London, 
Numismatic Circular, February 1997 (item 517).

  

1397*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Salm 
b. Ziyad, (AH 61-65, AD 680-684), silver drachm, (32mm), 
(3.80 g), MRWRWT (Marw al-Rudh) mint, dated AH 63 
= AD 682/3, obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right of 
Khosrau II type; bism allh in margin, rev. fire altar flanked 
by attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, (Album 
18, SACA 1, 339 [year 63], Wilkes ICC 15). Bright, nearly 
extremely fine, scarce. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG eSale 201, 17 December 
2008 (lot 446). 

  

1398*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 'Abd 
Allah bin Khazim, (62-72 AH, 682-691 AD), silver drachm 
(34mm, 3.10 gm), MRW (Marw) mint, dated AH 67 (686/7 
AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right of Khosrau II 
type; bism allh in outer margin, rev. fire altar flanked by 
attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, (Album 19, 
SACA 1, 336 [year 69], for c/m see G�bl, Hunnen, KM 7 var., 
(no cross), Wilkes ICC 16). Toned, hairline crack through 
countermark, nearly extremely fine, scarce. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG eSale 110, 16 March 
2005 (lot 243). 

  

1399*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, 'Abd al-Malik Abd Allah, (AH 65-86 
= AD 685-705), silver drachm (29mm, 2.91 g), Issue of 'Abd 
al-Malik ibn 'Abdallah, governor of Iraq, BYS (Bishapur) 
mint, dated AH 66 (AD 685/6). obv. crowned Sasanian style 
bust right; bismillah and Muhammad rasul Allah in Arabic 
in outer margins, rev. fire altar flanked by attendants; star 
and crescent flanking flames; date to left, mint to right, 
(Album 20 [RR], SICA I 151-4; Walker, Arab-Sasanian, 
p. 97, Sch. 5 var. [date], Wilkes ICV 22). Has been heavily 
mounted (probably from a headress), porous, clipped, very 
good/fair and rare. 

$100

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Noble Numismatics Sale 
112 (lot 3849).

These drachms of this ruler are the first to carry the inscription 'Muhammad 
rasul Allah'.

  

1400*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 'Umar 
b. Ubayd Allah, (Zubayrid Governor), (67-72 AH, 686-691 
AD), silver drachm (32mm, 3.89 gm), BYS (Bishapur) mint, 
dated AH 70 (689/690 AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-style 
bust right of Khusro II type; bism allh in outer margin, rev. 
fire altar flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking 
flames, (Album 21, SACA 1, 174-180 [year 70], Wilkes ICC 
24). Bright, nearly extremely fine. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG Mail Bid Sale 38, 6-7 
June 1996 (lot 1574). 
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1401*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Muqatil 
b. Misma, (AH 72-73, AD 691-692), silver drachm, (32mm), 
(3.89 g), BYS (Bishapur) mint, dated AH 72 (691-2 AD), 
obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right; bakr ibv Wa-il tribe 
in margin, countermark on margin, rev. fire altar flanked 
by attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, (Album 22 
[RR], cf.SACA 1, 190 [year 73], Walker 208, Ties.3 [p.105], 
Wilkes ICC 32, Gaube 14). Very fine, with countermark on 
obverse edge, very rare. 

$200

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Spink & Sons London, Auction 
Sale 5003, March 31, 2005 (lot 310).

  

1402*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Humran 
b. Aban at Ardashir Khurra, (72 AH, 691 AD), silver drachm 
(27mm, 2.57 gm), ART (Ardashir Khurra) mint, dated AH 
72 (691 AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right of 
Khusro II type, rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, star and 
crescent flanking flames, (Album 23 [RR], SACA 1, 30 [year 
72], Wilkes ICC 30). Toned, clipped, otherwise good very 
fine and very rare. 

$500

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Baldwin's London, 12 December 
2012, Sale of Islamic Coins, Auction 23, (lot 31) it realised £600 hammer 
at that sale.

  

1403*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Khalid 
b. Abd Allah, (AH 73-75, AD 692-694), silver drachm, 
(26mm), (2.74 g), BYS (Bishapur) mint, dated AH 74 (693-
4 AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right; muhammad 
rasul Allah in margin, rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, 
star and crescent flanking flames, (Album 24 [R], cf.SACA 1, 
192 [year 74], Walker 214, [p.108], Wilkes ICC 34). Toned, 
clipped, very fine and rare. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Jean Elsen , March 16, 2002, 
Sale 69 (lot 738). 

This is the second regular issue of Arab Sasanian coins with the muhammad 
rasul Allah in the obverse margin.

  

1404*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Talha b. 
Abd Allah, a Marwanid governor (AH 64-66, AD 683-685), 
silver drachm, (33mm), (4.02 g), SK (Sijistan) mint, dated 
AH 64 (683-4 AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right; 
lillah talha in margin, rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, 
star and crescent flanking flames, (Album 26 [R], cf.SACA 
1, p.25 [comment], Walker 191, [p.95], Wilkes ICC 18). 
Lightly toned, very fine and rare. 

$300

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG Mail Bid Sale 69, June 
8, 2005 (lot 1915). 

This issue of the Arab Sasanian ruler has the obverse margin replaced from 
'bism allah' with 'lillah talha'.

  

1405*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 'Atiya 
b. Aswad governor, (AH 70-77, AD 689-696), silver drachm, 
(32mm), (4.07 g), KRMAN (Kirman), mint, dated AH 72 
(691-582 AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right; bism 
Allah in margin, rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, star 
and crescent flanking flames, (Album 28 [R], SACA 1, -, 
Walker 216, Wilkes ICC 29). Lightly toned, good very fine 
and rare. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG Mail Bid Sale 176, 14 
November 2007 (lot 283). 

A short lived ruler, date and mint in Pahlevi script.
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1406*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of Umayya 
b. Abd Allah, governor of Khorasan struck only in the Court 
mint, (AH 73-78, AD 693-698), silver drachm, (28mm), 
(2.74 g), BBA (camp or court) mint, dated AH 77 (696-7 
AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right; in Pahlavi and 
bismillah in Arabic in outer margins, rev. fire altar flanked 
by attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, (Album 
29 [RRR], SACA 1, -, Walker p.106, I.44 [incorrect mint 
reading], Wilkes ICC 37). Lightly toned, Clipped, nearly 
very fine and extremely rare. 

$200

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG eSale 364, 2 December 
2015 (lot 594), together with an older ticket.

  

1407*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 'Abd 
Allah b. Umayya, (AH 75-77, AD 695-697), silver drachm, 
(32mm), (4.02 g), SK (Sijistan) mint, dated AH 75 = AD 
694-5, obv. Sasanian-style bust right with winged crown, 
Arabic inscription surrounding; four stars and crescents 
around bust, in the margin four equally spaced stars and 
crescents; MY in Pahlevi in upper right field, bismillah in 
lower right, "the power is Allah's" in lower left, rev. fire 
altar flanked by attendants, date to left, mint to right, both 
in Pahlevi; four stars and crescents along outer border, 
(Album 30 [RR], SACA 1, [p.33], Walker -, Wilkes ICC 
44, Miles, "Two Unpublished Arab-Sasanian Dirhems of 
'Abdullah b. Umayyah," ANSMN 14 [1968]). Good very 
fine and very rare. 

$400

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG Mail Bid Sale 69, 8 June 
2005 (lot 1916). 

Miles notes the numeral is badly blundered and could be read as 75 or 77.

  

1408*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of al-
Muhallab b. Abi Sufra, (c.AH 75-79, AD 694-698), silver 
drachm, (33mm), (4.00 g), BYS (Bishapur), mint, dated AH 
76 (695-696 AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right; 
bism Allah and MW in margin, rev. fire altar flanked by 
attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, (Album 31, 
SACA 1, 211-214, cf.Walker 219 [p.113 Bishapur mint AH 
75], Wilkes ICC 39). Bright, very fine. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG Mail Bid Sale 38 6-7 
June 1996 (lot 1575).

  

1409*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of al-
Muhallab b. Ali Sufra, (AH 75-79, AD 694-698), silver 
drachm, (32mm), (3.88 g), DA (Darabjird) mint, date AH 
76 = AD 695/696, obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right 
of Khusro II type, bism allah MW rabbi in margin, rev. fire 
altar flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, 
(Album 31, SACA 1, 262-3, Walker 227 (p.114), Wilkes ICC 
39). Edge split otherwise nearly extremely fine, scarce. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Baldwin's Islamic Auction Sale 
26, 6 August 2014, (lot 32 part).

  

1410*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of the 
Umayyad Caliph 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwin, (c.AH 65-86, AD 
685-705), silver drachm, (31mm), (4.04 g), DA (Darabjird), 
mint, dated IE 60 = AH 72 (691-692 AD), obv. crowned 
Sasanian-style bust right; bism Allah and MW in margin, rev. 
fire altar flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking 
flames, (Album 32, SACA 1, 273-277, Walker C.3 [p.28], 
Wilkes ICC 19). Toned, nearly extremely fine, scarce. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Spink Coin Auctions, 13 July 
1999 (lot 312).
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1411*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of the 
Umayyad Caliph 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwin, (c.AH 65-86, AD 
685-705), silver drachm, (29mm), (4.04 g), DA (Darabjird), 
mint, dated IE 60 = AH 72 (691-692 AD), obv. crowned 
Sasanian-style bust right; bism Allah and MW in margin, rev. 
fire altar flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking 
flames, (Album 32, SACA 1, 273-277, Walker C.3 [p.28], 
Wilkes ICC 19). Toned, good very fine, scarce. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG Mail Bid Sale 41, 19  
March 1997 (lot 2672).

  

1412*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of al-
Hajjaj b. Yusuf, (AH 75-95, AD 694-713), silver drachm, 
(33mm), (4.82 g), BYS (Bishapur) mint, date AH 80 = AD 
699/700, obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right of Khusro 
II type; lillah in margin, four pellets, rev. fire altar flanked by 
attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, (Album 35.2, 
cf.SACA 1, 226-228, Walker 238 [year 83 but incorrect 
actually 80], Wilkes ICC 41). Bright, nearly extremely fine, 
scarce. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Jean Elsen List 219 January 
3, 2002 (item 497).

  

1413*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 'Ubayd 
Allah b. Abi Bakra, (AH 79-80, AD 698-699), silver drachm, 
(33mm), (4.17 g), SK (Sijistan) mint, date AH 79 = AD 
698/699, obv. crowned Sasanian-style bust right of Khusro 
II type, bism allah rabbi in margin, rev. fire altar flanked by 
attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, (Album 37 [R], 
SACA 1, 369, Walker p.110, (Th.14 p.110), Wilkes ICC 50). 
Bright, nearly extremely fine, scarce. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Baldwin's Islamic Auction Sale 
26, 6 August 2014, (lot 32 part).

  

1414*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 'Abd 
al-Rahman b. Muhammad, governor, (AH 80-84, AD 700-
703), silver drachm, (32mm), (4.02 g), SK (Sijistan), mint, 
dated AH 80 (699-700 AD), obv. crowned Sasanian-style 
bust right; bism Allah in margin, rev. fire altar flanked by 
attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, (Album 38A 
[S], SACA 1, 371, Walker I.50 [p.117 Bishapur mint AH 82], 
Wilkes ICC 52). Lightly toned, good very fine and rare. 

$200

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG Mail Bid Sale 69, 8 June 
2005 (lot 1919). 

A short lived ruler, date and mint in Pahlevi script.

  

1415*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, Khusro type, in the name of 'Umara 
b. Tamin, (AH 84-85, AD 680-684), silver drachm, (30mm), 
(3.62 g), SK (Sijistan) mint, dated AH 85 = AD 704, obv. 
crowned Sasanian-style bust right of Khusro II type; bism allh 
rabbi in outer margin, rev. fire altar flanked by attendants, 
star and crescent flanking flames, (Album C40 [RRR], SACA 
1, [p.34], Walker -, Wilkes ICC 57, Album Auction 24 [lot 
138, same obv. die]). Areas of tone, nearly extremely fine, 
extremely rare. 

$600

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG Mail Bid Sale 102, 18 
May 2016 (lot 1261). 

This vice-regal governor of Sijistan produced the last issue of the Arab-
Sasanian series of drachms. He was given this governorship for his assistance 
in the defeat of Ibn al-Ash'ath earlier that year.
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1416*
Arab-Sasanian, Eastern Sistan Series, Anonymous, (8th 
century AD), silver drachm (30mm), (3.57 g), obv. Crowned 
Sasanian-style bust right, imitating Khosrau II, legend in 
outer right margin, rev. fire altar with ribbons, attendants 
flanking, crescents flanking flames, blundered date and mint 
to left and right, (G�bl, Dokumente 296/15, SICA -; cf.Album 
P75, cf.Wilkes ICC 71). Dark patination, with hole plugged 
with metal for use probably for headress, otherwise fine or 
better, rare. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from Jean Elsen Sale 94, December 
15, 2007 (lot 1740).

  

1417*
Arab-Sasanian, Eastern Sistan Series, Qudama, a Governor, 
(c.770s AD unknown), silver drachm (36mm), (3.74 g), obv. 
Crowned Sasanian-style bust right, imitating Khosrau II, 
Qudama bismillah rabi in outer right margin, rev. fire altar 
with ribbons, attendants flanking, crescents flanking flames, 
blundered date and mint to left and right, (G�bl, Dokumente 
296; SICA -; Album 86, MWI 96-97,  Wilkes ICC 74 [cf.
illustration]). Very fine or better, rare. 

$250

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG eSale 133, February 16, 
2006 (lot 304).

  

1418*
Arab-Sasanian, Eastern Sistan Series, Halil (Hail), a 
Governor, (c.770s AD), silver drachm (35mm), (3.51 g), 
obv. Crowned Sasanian-style bust right, rev. fire altar with 
ribbons, attendants flanking, crescents flanking flames, 
blundered date and mint to left and right, (G�bl, Dokumente 
-; SICA -; cf.Album 86D, Wilkes ICC 75). Very fine, hole 
plugged at 5 o'clock and very rare. 

$300

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, bought from CNG eSale 240, September 8, 
2010 (lot 524)

  

  

part

1419*
Arab Sasanian, Eastern Sistan, billon dirhams (10) of Sear's 
Class IV, various governors including issue of Tamim ibn 
Sa'id (AH 166-170, AD 783-786), (Album 89; MWI.297); 
Talha bin Rida (Saleh rida) (3) (c.780s AD), one with 
countermark (Album 89D, cf. Baldwin's Islamic Auct.9, 
lots 3218-20), Bakkar   (probably 770s-early 780s), (Album 
87E, cf. CNG Mail Bid 78, lot 526), possible issue of Jannah 
(unknown, but c.760s) (Album 81), another with partial 
name ..h m d and countermark bi-illah Khalid, unidentified 
(3). Average condition fine, some with evidence of corrosion, 
but rare. (10) 

$300

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, the lot was purchased from Spink, London 
auction No.8012 26 June 2008 (lot 67).

The coin of Tamim and the countermarked coin of Talha are illustrated. All 
coins in this series bear the usual Arab-Sasanian type (crowned bust and usual 
fire altar, most bear the name Khusro before the bust in Pahlavi script and the 
mint signature SK for Sijistan (modern Sistan). The silver content declined 
through each class and for the above class usually 20-40% but some as low 
as 10% (Album). Most examples known of Class IV are corroded.

  

1420*
Arab-Sasanian, Bukhara, anonymous, (before 775 A.D.), 
silver drachm, (3.05 g), obv. Sasanian style bust imitating 
Bahram V right, Sogdian legend around, rev. Fire altar with 
attendants, (Walker, Arab-Sassanian, pg. 162, b1, cf. Album 
M93). Good very fine/fine, reverse double struck. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, purchased from Status International Sale 
2926 October, 2012 (lot 292).

One of the earlier transitional Bukharan imitations of Sasanian coinage, prior 
to the adoption of a smaller, dumpy fabric, and later cast issues.
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part

1421*
Arab-Sasanian coinage, AE pashiz or fals from various 
mints and rulers, a small collection some are attributed to 
Gyselen "Arab-Sasanian Copper coinage" (Gy.), including 
pedigrees from CNG noted Daray type Bishapur mint SACA 
1, 488-499 Gy.7.4 [This coin cited) (Ex Rigetti and CNG 
286/495) (illustrated); Gy.39, CNG 155/362; Album 45.1, 
Gy10a CNG 374/655; Gy.68.2 (This Coin) (Ex Rigetti and 
CNG 343/671); Gy.72 [for obv.] CNG 155/367; Gy.-, CNG 
155/373; CNG 155/361; CNG 182/366 (3); Gy type 2, CNG 
66/1695 (illustrated); Gy.50 Elsen 104/1072. Fair - nearly 
very fine, several rare types. (13) 

$300

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, almost all are described in the sale references 
noted above.

  

  

part

1422*
Arabic, Abbasid, Governors of Tabaristan, silver half 
dirhams, a lot of 19, of various rulers, including some 
duplication, includes Album 50, 51, 52, 54, 56, 58, 65, 
68, 69, with some not attributed, noted some coming from 
CNG Esales 334/484 (ex Righetti), 396/465 (illustrated), 
some from Seaby from Bulletin March 1973 (AW 16, 20), 
Baldwin's, Noble Sale 51 (lot 4008) (illustrated), Spink Num. 
Circular January 1979 (item 521, 522), M.R.Roberts etc. 
Mostly very fine a few better, several scarce. (19) 

$400

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, in envelopes, mostly fully described.

  

  

  

part

1423*
Arab-Byzantine coinage, AE or fals from various mints and 
rulers, a collection most are attributed to various mints 
many duplicated, noted pseudo Byzantine (Wilkes 126, 
127), mints Emesa (Wilkes 133), Damascus (Wilkes 131), 
Tabariyya or Tiberius (Wilkes 134), Baalbek (Wilkes 132), 
Halab (Aleppo) (Wilkes 138), Qinnasrin (cf.Wilkes 138, 
Album 3530); Sarmin (Album 3532); Tanukh (Album 3531); 
several are including pedigrees from CNG noted CNG 
298/429 (illustrated); CNG 192/408 (3); CNG 217/485 
(illustrated); CNG 340/470; CNG 340/471; CNG 340/472; 
CNG 343/670; lot also includes (2) Pseudo-Byzantine type, 
imitating Heraclius, with Heraclius Constantine. Facing 
busts of Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine, both wearing 
chlamys and elaborate crown with cross; cross in field above 
/ Cross potent on three steps. cf.Gyselen Type 85, from 
CNG 155/368 (one illustrated). Fair - very fine, several rare 
types. (28) 

$400

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, almost all are described in the sale references 
noted above.

  

1424*
Islamic, 'Abbasid Caliphate, Al-Malhdi, (AH 158-168, AD 
774-785), billon drachm (25mm), (3.16 g), Bukharkhudat 
type, Bukhara mint, Imitating Sasanian king Bahram V; obv. 
crowned bust right, al-mahdi to upper left, rev. fire flanked 
by attendants; bust right in flames, (Album 94, Treadwell, 
Monetary, Type 3, Walker 319-37, Wilkes ICV 96). Toned, 
very fine, very scarce. 

$100

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection and from CNG Mail Bid Sale 84, 5 May 
2010 (lot 1660).
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1425*
Islamic, Umayyad, Abd al-Malik, (A.H. 65-86) (A.D. 685-
705), gold dinar, (4.27 g), anonymous dinar, no mint name 
(but Damascus mint), dated A.H. 83 = A.D. 702-703, (A.125, 
Kazan 7, Wilkes 161). Full flan, nearly extremely fine and 
very scarce. 

$600

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from CNG eSale 126, 10 
November 2005 (lot 387). 

One of the earliest Islamic gold dinars.

  

1426*
Islamic, Umayyad, a spurious issue attributed to Yazid II 
Abd al-Malik, (A.H. 101-105) (A.D. 720-724), gold third 
dinar, (0.98 g), anonymous, Wasit mint name, dated A.H. 
103 = A.D. 721, (cf.A.134E, cf.Wilkes 197). Light weight, 
good very fine and unusual fabrication. 

$200

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from Colonial Rare Coins 
list 22 (item 718). 

One of the earliest Islamic gold dinars.

  

part

1427*
Islamic, Umayyad, a collection of (20) silver dirhams from 
AH 86 to AH 126, for various rulers and mints, noted 
scarce mints with AH dates; al Taymara 92 and 96, Ifriqiya 
112, Mahayy 91 and 93, Ramhurmuz 90, Dastawa 92 
(illustrated), al Rayy 94, and Wasit 126 (Ibrahim) others 
are common mints, several from Noble Numismatics Sale 
45 (lot 3965, 3967, 3968, 3970); Jean Elsen (list 222, [item 
283], list 223 [item 333]); CNG eSale 338/328; 341/486, 
358/445, 399/637), etc., Mostly with full flans, fine - nearly 
extremely fine, several scarce. (20) 

$500

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and many previously as noted above, all in 
envelopes described with details of source etc.

  

   

part

1428*
Isalmic, Umayyad and Abbasid, a collection of AE fals of 
various rulers, mostly not described, stored in a blue box 
container, a few fully desribed but most not itentified to ruler, 
date, mint or reference number, several noted as anonymous 
issues, a few noted from Jean Elsen (120/1594 [lot of 4]), 
and CNG eSales (208/458, 234/590 (illustrated) 337/585, 
381/513, 382/532, 446/652 [lot of 7]); some others from 
Coin Trends, M.R. Roberts, Geoff K. Gray (one illustrated) 
etc., also noted (2) Arab-Byzantine issues. Fair - nearly very 
fine, an interesting group. (92) 

$250

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection most described with source and date of 
aquisition.

  

   

part

1429*
Islamic Dynasties, Umayyad Caliphate in Spain, Hisham 
ibn 'Abd al-Malik. (AH 105-125, AD 724-743), AE fals 
17mm, (4.96 g), al-Andalus (Spain) mint, dated AH 108 
(AD 726/7), obv. Kalima across field; continuation of mint 
formula and AH date in outer margin, rev. continuation of 
Kalima; beginning of mint formula in outer margin, (Gomez, 
Hispano 23; Album 144, Wilkes 307); Ummayads of Spain, 
al-Hakam, (AH 350-366, 961-976 AD). silver dirhem (3.36, 
2.78 gm), Medinat al-Zahra mint, AH 353 (illustrated), 354, 
obv. Kalima, rev. al-Hakim's titles, (A.352, Wilkes 558); 
another similar 'Abd al-Rahman III (AH 300-350, AD 912-
961), silver dirham (2.13 g), Medinat al-Zahra mint, AH 
346, citing Muhammad, (A.350.9, Wilkes 556); Caliphate 
of Cordoba, Hisham II (AH 366-399, 976-1009 AD), silver 
dirham, 393 AH, (2.34 g), Al-Andalus mint, citing "d Al-
Malik on obverse and Al-Malik on the reverse, (A.354.6, 
Wilkes 560) holed. Fine - very fine, one holed. (5) 

$200

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, first coin from CNG esale 216, August 14, 
2009 (lot 505), AH 346 from Seaby, Coin & Medal Bulletin, June 1979 
(item T53).
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1430*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Mahdi, (A.H. 158-169) (A.D. 775-
785), gold dinar, (3.77 g), anonymous dinar, no mint name 
(probably Madinat al-Salem, Baghdad), dated A.H. 164 = 
A.D. 780, (A.214, Wilkes 378). Worn, slightly clipped, fine 
and scarce. 

$250

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from London Stamp exchange, 
January 1972.

  

1431*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Rashid, (A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786-
809), gold dinar, (4.15 g), anonymous dinar, no mint name 
(probably Madinat al-Salem, Baghdad), dated A.H. 188 = 
A.D. 803-4, (A.218.3A, Wilkes 382). Full flan, worn, slightly 
bent, fine and scarce. 

$300

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from W. Fleming, Sydney, 14 
June 1973, previously from Sotheby's May - June 1973.

  

1432*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Rashid, (A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786-809), 
gold dinar, (3.85 g), Ja'far below dinar, no mint name (Misr 
mint, Egypt), dated A.H. 181 = A.D. 797-8, (A.218.11, 
Wilkes 382). Worn, weak in places, nearly fine and scarce. 

$300

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from W. Fleming, Sydney, 14 
June 1973, previously from Sotheby's May - June 1973.

  

1433*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Rashid, (A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786-809), 
gold dinar, (4.12 g), li'l-Khalifa below dinar, no mint name 
(Misr mint, Egypt), dated A.H. 181 = A.D. 797-8, (A.218.13, 
Wilkes 382). Good fine and scarce. 

$300

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from I.S. Wright, (Wynyard 
Coins), Sydney, 8 December 1994.

  

1434*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Ma'mun 'abd Allah, (A.H. 194-218) 
(A.D. 810-833), gold dinar, (4.17 g), citing al-Hasan and 
Dhu'l-Riyasatayn, below inscriptions on obverse and 
reverse, no mint name (perhaps Wasit mint in Iraq), dated 
A.H. 200 = A.D. 815-6, (A.222.13, Bernardi 102, Wilkes 
389). Heavy scratch on reverse, otherwise nearly very fine 
and very scarce. 

$300

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from W. Fleming, Sydney, 14 
June 1973, previously from Sotheby's May - June 1973.

  

1435*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil, (A.H. 232-247) (A.D. 
847-861), gold dinar, (4.23 g), citing al-Mu'tazz, Merv mint, 
dated A.H. 247 = A.D. 861, (A.229.3, ICV 401, Wilkes 
403). Struck on a small thick flan, weak in places, about 
fine and very scarce. 

$300

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from Noble Numismatics 
Auction Sale 54 (lot 2096).

  

1436*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Mutamid, (A.H. 256-279) (A.D. 870-
892), gold dinar, (4.20 g), citing Ja'far below, Misr (Egypt) 
mint, dated A.H. 259 = A.D. 873, (A.239.1, cf.Kazan 164 
(al Basra), Wilkes 416). Slightly wrinkled flan, very fine , 
scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from CNG eSale 83, February 
18, 2004 (lot 371).

  

1437*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, (A.H. 295-320) (A.D. 908-
932), gold dinar, (3.96 g), citing the heir Abu'l-Abbas below, 
Madinat al-Salam (Baghdad) mint, dated A.H. 306 = A.D. 
918-9, (A.245.2, AGC 242jh, Wilkes 427). Flan crack at 
edge, weak in places, nearly very fine, scarce. 

$300

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from I.S.Wright (Wynyard) 
January 2, 2004, and ex Glendinings June 1, 1989 (lot 308 part).
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1438*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Qahir, (A.H. 320-322) (A.D. 932-934), 
gold dinar, (4.40 g), citing caliph al-Qahir and the heir Abu'l-
Qasin below, al-Ahwaz mint, dated A.H. 322 = A.D. 934, 
(A.250.2, Wilkes 437). Good very fine, rare. 

$450

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from Colonial Coins and 
Medals May 19, 1997 from list 28 (item 663).

  

1439*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Nasir, (A.H. 575-622) (A.D.1180-1225), 
gold broad dinar, (5.65 g), citing caliph al-Nasir li-Din Allah 
below, Madinat al-Salam mint, dated A.H. 607 = A.D. 1211, 
(A.268, Wilkes 469). Slightly crinkled, very fine, rare. 

$450

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from CNG eSale 144, 26 July 
2006 (lot 357).

The gold series of this ruler varies widely from 3g - 20g but average from 
6 to 9 grams. Album notes that they are in fact ingots and not multiples 
of the dinar.

  

1440*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Nasir, (A.H. 575-622) (A.D.1180-1225), 
gold dinar, (2.29 g), citing caliph al-Nasir li-Din Allah below, 
Madinat al-Salam mint, date off flan, (A.268, Wilkes 469). 
Crinkled, bent and straightened, very good. 

$200

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from Seaby, Coin and Medal 
Bulletin November 1972, list 651 (No.G1853) with their ticket.

  

1441*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Zahir, (A.H. 622-623) (A.D.1225-1226), 
gold dinar, (4.80 g), Madinat al-Salam mint, dated A.H. 622 
= A.D. 1225, (A.270, Wilkes 470). Slightly crinkled, fine 
- very fine, very rare. 

$500

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from CNG eSale 413, 31 
January 2018 (lot 557).

  

1442*
Islamic, Abbasid, al-Musta'sim, (A.H. 640-656) (A.D.1242-
1258, gold dinar, (4.22 g), Madinat al-Salam mint, dated 
A.H. 643 = A.D. 1045, (A.275, BMC 506, Wilkes 474). 
Slightly crinkled, otherwise very fine, very scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from Jean Elsen 2 August 
2001, list 216 (item 704).

  

  

part

1443*
Islamic, Abbasid, a collection of (55) silver dirhams from 
AH 133 to AH 638, for various rulers and mints, noted 
scarce mints with AH dates; al Abbasiya 167, 169, 174, al 
Mubaraka 173, Nasibin 301, Nishapur 197 (Elsen 223/373), 
al Masisa 317 (Elsen 83/870), al Mawsil (CNG 250/223), al 
Rafiqua 290 (CNG 241/695) (illustrated), others are from 
common mints, several items with dealer source indicated 
including Jean Elsen (list 237, [item 1815, 1817, 1818], 
list 223 [item 369, 376 and 384]), others from CNG eSale 
232/465, 232/466, 348/747, 364/667 (al Muhtadi, Wasit 
mint, Album 238), 376/665 (illustrated), 413/548, 414/670), 
etc., Mostly with full flans, nearly fine - nearly extremely 
fine, several scarce. (55) 

$700

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and many previously as noted above, all in 
envelopes described with details of source etc.

  

1444*
Spain, Amirid of Valencia, (A.H. 452-457, A.D. 1061-1065) 
Abd al-Malik al-Muzaffar, pale debased gold fractional dinar, 
(1.71 g), No mint (Balansiya), citing al-Nasir & Ibn Aghlab, 
(Album 377, cf. Miles 618, cf.Wilkes 592). Fractional piece 
cut from a gold dinar, nearly very fine, rare. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, purchased from Australian Numismatic Co, 
May 21, 1992, Sale 73 (lot 740).
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1445*
Spain, Dhu'L Nunids of Toledo, Sharaf ad-dawla al-Ma'mum 
ibn Isma'il, (A.H. 435-467, 1043-1075 A.D.), fractional cut 
from a gold dinar, no date, no mint, (0.54 g), obv. la ilaha 
illa / lla wahdahu, in two lines, two of three dots above, rev. 
al-Ma'mun, traxces of a fleuron above and star and two dots 
below, (cf.Prieto 335, Miles obv. 515, rev. 518 var., Wilkes 
609). Fine, cut down from original round coin (as many have 
been), rare and fine. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, purchased from Jean Elsen March 15, 2003, 
Sale 73 (lot 628).

  

  

part

1446*
Islamic Dynasties, Sumaydihid of Almeria, al-Mu'tasim 
Muhammad, (AH 443-484, AD 1052-1091), silver dirham 
(4.09 g), al-Mariya (Almeria), (Album 399a [R2], Wilkes 
612); another anonymous issue, (c.AH 435-443, AD 1044-
1052), silver dirham (3.36 g),  no date, (al-Andalus) mint, 
(Album 399, Wilkes 611, Miles, MT  539); (both coins 
from Jean Elsen, March 15, 2003, Sale 73 (lot 630); other 
cons from the Zirids of Granada, anonymous dirham, 
(AH 429-465, AD 1038-1073), (1.49 g), (Album 373.1, 
Wilkes 590); al-Maghreb (North Africa), Almohads,  (al-
Muwahhidun), anonymous issue, (12th century) silver square 
Dirham, 15mm, (1.41 g), (Ishbiliya mint = Seville) (Album 
497, Hazard 1106; Vives 2089, Wilkes 715). Good - fine, 
several rare. (4) 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection.

  

1447*
Islamic Dynasties, al-Maghreb (North Africa), Zirids, al-
Mu'izz ibn Badis, (AH 406-454, AD 1016-1062), gold 
dinar, 23mm, (3.65 g), al Qayrawan mint, dated AH 442 
(AD 1050/1), Shiite religious legends, with mint and date, 
(cf.Kazan 632, Album 458, Wilkes 681). Good very fine, 
struck from rusty dies, very scarce. 

$350

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from CNG eSale 162, April 12, 
2007 (lot 345).

  

1448*
Islamic Dynasties, Muwahhids (Almohad), Abu Muhammad 
'Abd al-Mu'min, (AH 524-558, AD 1130-1163), gold half 
dinar, 20mm, (2.31 g), no mint stated issued from A.H. 
540 to 558 = A.D. 1145-1163, (Album 478, Hazard 466, 
M.399-400, BMC 86-87, Lavoix 715-716). Of fine style, 
nearly extremely fine and scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from I.S. Wright Sale 111 February 
19, 1997 (item 171), previously from Noble Numismatics Sale 51 (lot 
4159).

  

1449*
Islamic Dynasties, Muwahhids (Almohad), Abu Hafs 'Umar, 
(AH 646-665, AD 1248-1266), gold dinar, 29mm, (4.50 g), 
no mint or date, legends in square both sides, (Album 491, 
Wilkes 711). Wavy flan struck from rusty dies, very fine, 
very scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from CNG eSale 136, March 29, 
2006, (lot 288) with dealer ticket.

  

part

1450*
Islamic Dynasties, North Africa, various issues including a 
gold quarter dinar uncertain type in poor condition (1.16 g); 
Muwahhidun (Almohad), silver square anonymous dirham, 
no mint (Album 496, Wilkes 715); another silver qirat of 'Ali 
b. Yusuf (Album 467, Wilkes 692); another similar citing 
Sir as heir, struck (AH 522-533, AD 1128-1139), (Hazard 
986, Album 467.2, illustrated) (Ex CNG eSale 358 [lot 458]; 
another silver half dirham from Morocco, 'Alawi (Filali) 
Sharifs, AH 128x, (1.43 g) (Album 652). First poor, others 
fine - extremely fine. (5) 

$100

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired mostly from local dealers c1970s-
1980s unless noted above.
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1451*
Islamic Dynasties, Ziyanid (Zanata Berbers), Abu 'abd 
Allah Muhammad IV (at Tilimsan), (AH 827-831, 833-834, 
AD 1424-1428, 1430-1431), gold dinar, 34mm, (4.60 g), 
Tilimsan mint, legends in square both sides, (Album 518 
[R2], Mitchiner 448-449, Wilkes 746). Worn on edges, 
otherwise nearly very fine and very rare. 

$400

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen, list 203, April 27, 
1999, (item 1050) with dealer ticket.

  

1452*
Islamic Dynasties, Merinid, Abu Yahya Abu Bakr, (AH 642-
656, AD 1244-1258), gold dinar, 30mm, (4.64 g), no mint or 
date, legends in square both sides, (Album 520, Wilkes 753). 
Wavy flan struck from rusty dies, very fine, scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from CNG eSale 136, March 29, 
2006, (lot 287) with dealer ticket.

  

1453*
Islamic Dynasties, Merinid, Abu Yahya Abu Bakr (AH 
642-656, AD 1244-1258), gold quarter dinar, 18mm, (1.16 
g), no mint or date, legends in square both sides, (Album 
522, Wilkes 755). Has been slightly clipped, otherwise, very 
fine, rare. 

$150

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen, Sale 70, June 15, 
2002, (item 1036 part) with dealer ticket.

  

1454*
Islamic Dynasties, Merinid, Abu Yahya Abu Bakr (AH 642-
656, AD 1244-1258), gold quarter dinar, 18mm, (1.11 g), 
no mint or date, legends in square both sides, (Album 522, 
cf.Hazard 706 [Pl.IV], Wilkes 755). Has been slightly bent, 
otherwise, good fine, rare variant. 

$120

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen, Sale 70, June 15, 
2002, (item 1036 part) with dealer ticket.

  

1455*
Islamic Dynasties, Merinid, Abu Ya'qub Yusuf, (AH 685-
706, AD 1286-1307), gold dinar, 30mm, (4.64 g), no mint 
or date, legends in square both sides, (Album 524, Wilkes 
758). Has been bent and straightened, holed otherwise, very 
fine, rare. 

$300

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen, Sale 74, June 21, 
2003, (item 857) with dealer ticket.

  

1456*
Islamic Dynasties, Sa'dian Sharifs, Abu 'Abd Allah 
Muhammad II al Shaykh (AH 923-964, AD 1517-1557), 
gold dinar, 23mm, (2.93 g), no uncertain date, mint missing, 
legends in square both sides, (Album 552, Brethes cf.1401, 
Wilkes 3000). Very worn, very good - fine, very rare. 

$250

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen, Sale 74, June 21, 
2003, (item 860) with dealer ticket.

  

1457*
Islamic Dynasties, Sa'dian Sharifs, Abu Faris 'abd Allah al-
wathiq (at Marrakesh), (AH 1012-1017, AD 1603-1608), 
gold dinar, 29mm, (4.42 g), uncertain date, Marrakesh mint, 
legends in square both sides, (Album 568 [R2], Brethes 
cf.1530 ff., Wilkes 3017). Worn, fine and very rare. 

$300

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen, Sale 74, June 21, 
2003, (item 866) with dealer ticket.

  

1458*
Islamic Dynasties, Morocco, 'Alawi Sharifs, Moulay 'Abd 
al-Rahman (AH 1238-1276, AD 1822-1859), gold bunduqi, 
18mm, (2.99 g), Fes mint, issued year AH 1244 (1828), 
legends around multi arc lozenge, (Album 633, KM.150.2, 
Wilkes 3066). Fine - very fine, scarce. 

$150

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from M.R. Roberts, October 12, 
1979, with dealer ticket.
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1459*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Tulunids, Khumarawayh b. 
Ahmad, (AH 270-282, AD 884-896), gold dinar, 22mm, 
(4.18 g), Misr (Egypt) mint, dated 275 AH (888-889 AD), 
obv. Kalima in three lines then citing the heir-apparent al-
Mufawwidh below, rev. continuation of Kalima in three 
lines, citing the Abbasid caliph al-Mu'tamid billah and 
Khumarawayh bin Ahmad below; Qur'an IX, 33 in outer 
margin, (Album 664.1, cf.Bernardi 193, Grabar 29, Wilkes 
782). Good very fine, scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Spink & Son, Numismatic 
Circular, April 1997 (item 1958).

  

1460*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Tulunids, Huran b. Khumarawayh, 
(AH 283-292, AD 896-905), gold dinar, 21mm, (3.98 g), 
Misr (Egypt) mint, dated 290 AH (902-903 AD), obv. 
Kalima in three lines then citin with the letters 'ra' below, 
rev. continuation of Kalima in three lines, citing the Abbasid 
caliph al-Muktafi billah; (Album 667.2, SICA 6, 119, 
Bernardi 230De, Grabar 90, Wilkes 786). Nearly extremely 
fine, scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Spink & Son, London retail 
July 20, 2005.

  

1461*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Ikhshidid, Abu'l-Qasim Unujur, 
(AH 334-349, AD 946-961), gold dinar, 23mm, (4.15 g), 
Misr (Egypt) mint, dated 345? AH (957-958 AD), obv. 
Kalima in three lines, then citing additional rulers below, rev. 
continuation of Kalima in three lines, etc.; (Album 676, BMC 
II & IX, -; Lav. -; Balog, RBN (1957), p. 124; Nat. Library 
Cairo -, Wilkes 794). Nearly extremely fine, scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Roy von Bock, May 10, 
1979.

  

1462*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Fatimid, Al-'Aziz, (AH 365-386, 
AD 975-996), gold dinar, 21mm, (4.06 g), al-Mansuriya 
(Ifriquia near Qairawan), mint, dated 369 AH (979-980 
AD), obv. and rev. two concentric circles of text, (Album 
703, BMC 63, cf.M.547, cf.Miles 118 [year 376], Nicol 
750, Wilkes 826). Fine, scarce. 

$250

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Noble Numismatics Sale 52 
(lot 2379).

  

1463*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Fatimid, Al-Hakim, (AH 386-411, 
AD 996-1021), gold dinar, 23mm, (4.08 g), Misr (Egypt) 
mint, dated 389 AH (999 AD), obv. and rev. two concentric 
circles of text with text in the centre, (Album 709.2, Nicol 
1075, Wilkes 831). Very fine, scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Colonial Coins and Medals, 
February 8, 1997 list 27 (item 614).

  

1464*
Islamic Dynasties, Fatimids, al-Hakim bi-Amr Allah, (AH 
386-411, AD 996-1021), gold 1/4 dinar, 15mm, (1.04 g), 
Siqilliyah mint, dated AH 395 (AD 1004), obv. name and 
titles of al-Hakim, rev. profession of faith; mint and date in 
margin, (Nicol 931, Album 710, Wilkes 832). Very fine, a 
few deposits, slightly irregular flan, rare. 

$150

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from CNG eSale 203, January 28, 
2009 (lot 502).

  

1465*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Fatimid, Al-Amir, (AH 495-524, 
AD 1101- 1130), gold dinar, 22mm, (3.78 g), Misr (Egypt) 
mint, dated 510 AH (1116-7 AD), obv. and rev. two 
concentric circles of text with text in the centre, (Album 729, 
Nicol 2530, Wilkes 846). Nearly extremely fine, scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from B.A. Seaby, London in August 
1973.
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1466*
Islamic, Syria & al-Jazira (Pre-Seljuk), 'Uqaylids, Janah al-
Dawla 'Ali ibn al-Musayyab, (c.H 385-390, AD 996-1000); 
silver dirham, 23mm, (3.24 g), Nasibin mint, dated AH 
385 (AD 995/6), (Album 754.1; Zeno 145076 [This Coin], 
Wilkes 861); another Husam al-Dawla al-Muqallad, (AH 
388-391, AD 999-1001), silver dirham, 27mm, (3.68 g), 
al-Mawsil mint, dated AH [38]9 (AD 998/9), (Album 755; 
Wilkes 862). Both coins very fine, with areas of flat strike, 
very rare and rare. (2) 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, both from CNG eSale 384, October 12, 
2016 (lot 688 and 689).

  

1467*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Ayyubid, Al-Nasir Salah al-din 
Yusuf 'Saladin' (AH 567-589, AD 1169-1193), gold dinar, 
21mm, (5.20 g), Misr (Egypt) mint, dated 577 AH (1179 
AD), obv. citing the Abbasid caliph "Abu l-µbbas al-Nasir 
li-din Allah, commander of the faithful" in inner margin; 
"al-Imam/Ahmad" in two lines across field, rev. Kalima and 
Qur`an 9:33 in outer margin; title "`alin al-Malik ghaya Salah 
al-Din" in inner margin; "Yusuf/bin Ayyub" in two lines 
across field, (Album 785.2, Balog 37, Wilkes 888). Nearly 
extremely fine, rough surface, scarce. 

$400

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Spink and Son, Numismatic 
Circular, September 1997 (item 4690).

  

1468*
Islamic Dynasties, Ayyubid, Al-Aziz Uthman (AH 589-595, 
AD 1193-1198), gold dinar, 19mm, (2.74 g), Alexandria 
mint, dated 59[2]AH (1195 AD), obv. "Uthman bin Yusuf" 
in two lines in the centre, titles in middle margin, Kalima and 
Qur'an IX, 33 in outer margin, rev. "al-Imam/Ahmad" in 
two lines across field, citing the Abbasid caliph "Abu l-µbbas 
al-Nasir li-din Allah, commander of the faithful", (Album 
794, Balog 192b, BMC 294, Wilkes 899). Clipped, nearly 
extremely fine, rough surface, scarce. 

$250

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen February 11, 1998, 
list 196, (item 138).

  

1469*
Islamic Dynasties, Ayyubids, al 'Adil Sayf al-Din abu Bakr II 
ibn al-Kamil Muhammud I, (AH 635-637, AD 1237-1239), 
gold dinar 22mm, (5.01 g), Cairo mint, AH 635 (1237/1238 
AD), obv. Kalima with date in margin, rev. titles of al Adil, 
(Balog 504, Album 818, Wilkes 915). Good very fine, minor 
scrape in reverse field, scarce. 

$300

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from CNG eSale 80, January 
15, 2004 (lot 309), and previously from the Charles E. Weber Collection 
(includes various tickets).

  

part

1470*
Islamic Dynasties, Ayyubid, a collection of (41) silver and 
bronze issues for the period from AH 567 to AH 635, for 
various rulers and mints, noted issues of al-Nasir Salah al-
din Yusuf 'Saladin' (AH 567-589), AE dirhams (2) seated 
figure type (Album 791.4, Wilkes 897) AE fals Al-Ruha 
mint (Mitchiner 827); al-Aziz (AH 589-595) AE fals (3) 
(Wilkes 903); al-'Adil (AH 592-615, AD 1196-1218) silver 
half dirham (Wilkes 907); al-Kamil (AH 615-635, AD 
1218-1238), silver dirhams (4, 2 holed) (Wilkes 911) AE fals 
various (3); others as Aleppo silver dirhams and fractions of 
various rulers including al-'Adil abu Bakr (AH 596-615) (4), 
AE fals (Album 810.1, 810.3, Wilkes 909) and silver dirhams 
(8) of Al-Zahir (AH 582-613, AD 1186-1216), (Album 834, 
Wilkes 925) and AE fals (cf.Wilkes 927); Aleppo issue for 
al-Aziz (AH 613-634 AD 1216-1236), AE fals of Halab mint 
(Album 841.2, Wilkes 930, Balog 712 illustrated); other 
figural drachms, (Wilkes 908) (2); Ayyubid of Al-Jazira, al-
Awhad Ayyub (AE 596-607) AE figural dirhams (5) (Album 
856.1, Wilkes 941); another similar al-Ashraf Musa (AH 
607-617, 1210-1220), (Album 859.1, Wilkes 943). Very 
good - nearly very fine, several scarce. (41) 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and many previously acquired in the 1970s-
1980s, all in envelopes described with details of source etc.

  

1471*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Bahri Mamluk, al-Ashraf Sha'ban 
II (AH 764-778, AD 1363-1376), gold dinar, 26mm, (3.41 g), 
al-Qahira (Cairo) mint, dated 777 AH (1375-6 AD), within 
a double dodekalobe legends on both sides each in five lines, 
(Album 955, Balog 407, Wilkes 1007). Holed, nearly very 
fine, crinkled surface, scarce. 

$300

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen, Sale 73, (lot 
650).
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1472*
Islamic Dynasties, Burji Mamluks, Barquq, (AH 784-791, 
792-801, AD 1382-1389, 1390-1399), gold dinar 25mm, 
(6.82 g), Halab (Aleppo) mint, AH 788 (1386 AD), obv. 
Kalima and Quran 9:33, "Struck in Halab/The Sultan, the 
King, al-Zahir/ Sword of the World and the Faith/abu'l-
Said, may his victory be glorious, Barquq, rev. May Allah 
perpetuate his reign"; all within dodekalobe; pellet in each 
external angle, (Balog 548 [same reverse die]; Album 972; 
MWI 480, Wilkes 1017). Good very fine, weak in places, 
scarce. 

$300

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from CNG eSale 132, February 2, 
2006 (lot 270), and previously from the Jean Elsen 33, 19 February 1994, 
(lot 541).

  

1473*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Burji Mamluk, al-Ashraf Sha'ban 
II (AH 801-815, AD 1399-1412), gold dinar, 26mm, (10.62 
g), al-Qahira (Cairo) mint, dated (8xx AH), within a double 
dodekalobe (off flan) with legends on both sides each in five 
lines, (Album 977, cf.Balog 616, Wilkes 1026). Very fine, 
weak at perimeter, scarce. 

$750

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Noble Numismatics Sale 
56, (lot 2296).

 

1474*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Burji Mamluk, al-Ashraf Barsbay 
(AH 825-841, AD 1422-1438), gold ashrafi, 17mm, (3.35 
g), Cairo mint, dated 837, legends are divided by three 
horizontal cables both sides, (Album 998, Balog 709, Wilkes 
1040). Very fine, scarce. 

$150

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen Sale 77, December 
13, 2003 (lot 707).

  

1475*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Burji Mamluk, Jaqmaq (AH 842-
857, AD 1438-1453), gold ashrafi, 16mm, (3.41 g), Cairo 
mint, dated in Arabic numerals ([8]46), legends are divided 
by three horizontal cables both sides, (Album 1006, Balog 
736, Wilkes 1046). Good very fine, scarce. 

$250

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from B.A. Seaby, London, in the 
Coin and Medal Bulletin August 1973 (item G2899) with their ticket.

  

  

part

1476*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Burji Mamluk, al-Ashraf Sayf 
al-Din Inal, (AH 857-865, AD 1453-1461), gold ashrafi, 
15mm, (3.40 g), uncertain mint and date, obv. Kalima in 
two lines across field within cable border; [mint above, 
AH date below], rev. name and title of al-Ashraf Sayf al-
Din Inal within cable border, (Balog, Mamluk 761; Album 
1012, Wilkes 1050); other Mamluks as a selection of AE 
(13) some in packets described; Indonesia, Sumatra, Acheh, 
Safiat al-din, Taj al-'Alam (AH 1051-1086, AD 1641-1675), 
gold kupang or mas, (0.55 g), (Album 4453, Wilkes 4453) 
(illustrated). Mostly fine a few better. (15) 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, first coin from CNG eSale 197, October 
15, 2008 (lot 188), last coin from I.S.Wright Sale 147, January 30, 2003 
(lot 239).

  

1477*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Burji Mamluk, al-Zahir 
Khushqadam (AH 865-872, AD 1461-1467), gold ashrafi, 
15mm, (3.40 g), Cairo mint, dated 865, legends are divided 
by three horizontal cables both sides, (Album 1019, Balog 
784, Wilkes 1056). Very fine, scarce. 

$150

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Spink Numismatic Circular, 
August 3, 2004 (item 3841).
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1478*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Burji Mamluk, Qa'itbay (AH 873-
901, AD 1468-1496), gold ashrafi, 14mm, (3.42 g), Cairo 
mint, not dated, legends are divided by three horizontal 
cables both sides, (Album 1027, Balog 808, Wilkes 1062). 
Good very fine, scarce. 

$200

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from I.S. Wright (Wynyard), 
December 8, 1998.

  

1479*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Burji Mamluk, Qa'itbay (AH 873-
901, AD 1468-1496), gold ashrafi, 13mm, (3.43 g), Cairo 
mint, not dated, legends are divided by three horizontal 
cables both sides, (Album 1027, Balog 810, Wilkes 1062). 
Good fine, scarce. 

$150

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from B.A. Seaby, London, in the 
Coin and Medal Bulletin April 1986 (item P42) with their ticket.

  

1480*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Burji Mamluk, Qansub II al-Ghuri 
(AH 906-922, AD 1501-1516), gold ashrafi, 17mm, (3.36 g), 
no mint but  Cairo mint, dated AH 915, legends are divided 
by three horizontal cables both sides, (Album 1041, Balog 
877, Wilkes 1072). Good very fine, scarce. 

$250

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen, Auction Sale 69, 
March 16, 2002 (lot 921).

  

1481*
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Burji Mamluk, Qansub II al-Ghuri 
(AH 906-922, AD 1501-1516), gold ashrafi, 14mm, (3.35 g), 
no mint but possibly Damascus, legends are divided by three 
horizontal cables both sides, (Album 1041, Balog - (unlisted 
type), Wilkes 1072). Very fine, scarce. 

$150

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Jean Elsen, Auction Sale 70, 
June 15, 2002 (lot 1062).

1482
Islamic Dynasties, Egypt, Mamluk, a collection of (32) silver 
and bronze issues for the period from AH 658 to AH 865, 
for various rulers and mints, noted issues of al Zahir Baybars 
I silver dirhams (3) (one illustrated), AE fals various rulers 
noted al Sha'ban II, including (2) with rev. fleur de lis others 
with lion on rev., also Khushqadam, silver dirham (Wilkes 
1057), other silver not descirbed, AE of Hasan (1347-1361) 
(2); Ali II (1376-1382) (2) and several other rulers etc., silver 
dirhams of Aynal (1453-1461) (2), Poor - very fine, several 
scarce types many requiring more research and attribution. 
(32) 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and many previously acquired in the 1970s-
1980s, all in envelopes partially described with details of source etc.

  

1483*
Islamic, Arabia, Sulayhids, local imitation, (c.1000-1050 
A.D.), base gold dinar, 22mm, (2.06 g), local imitation, 
(Album 1075.3, see CNG eSale 361 [lot 62]. Good fine. 

$100

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection from Jean Elsen, list 225 (item 477) 17 July 
2003. 

Album (p. 120) notes: These imitations may have been struck across the Red 
Sea in what is now Ethiopia or Eritrea, though most known specimens are 
said to have Yemeni rather than African provenance.

  

part

1484*
Islamic Dynasties, Seljuq of Rum, Sulayman II (AH 592-600, 
AD 1196-1204), AE dirham, 32mm, (7.38 g), 595 AH, obv. 
horseman (Album 1205.2, Wilkes 1322 [$250]) (illustrated); 
another 19mm (2.61 g); Kaykhusraw I (AH 588-595, AD 
1192-1196) AE fals (2) (Album 1202, Mitchiner 957, 958, 
Wilkes 1329); Kayka'us I ('Izz al-Din), (AH 607-616, AD 
1210-1219), AE fals (Album 1209, Mitchiner 966, Wilkes 
1331); Kayqubad I (AH 616-634, AD 1219-1236), silver 
dirham (Album 1211, Wilkes 1334); Kaykhusraw II (AH 
634-644, AD 1236-1245), AE fals (Album 1220, Wilkes 
1342); Kayhusraw III or later (AH 663-682, AD 1268-1283), 
silver dirhams (Album 1232, Wilkes 1356 [2, one holed]), 
miscelaneous issues of Eritnid and Mentese. Mostly fine 
- nearly very fine, several scarce. (13) 

$200

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection mostly from Australian dealers as purchases 
in the 1970s-1990s, all in envelopes described.
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1485*
Islamic Dynasties, Early Danishmendids, Malik Muhammad, 
(AH 528-536, AD 1134-1142), AE dirham, 24mm, (4.51 g), 
obv. [O ME]/LHK IC/ACHC Rw/MAN[IAC] in four lines 
across field, rev. [K]AI A[N]/ATOLHC/[M]AXAM/[ATIC] 
in four lines across field, (Album 1238, cf.Whelan pl.16, 2, 
Mitchiner 1006); another Danishmendids of Sivas, Nisam 
al-Din Yaghi Basan, (AH 536-559, AD 1142-1164), AE 
dirham 29mm, (9.28 g), obv. Name of Nisam al-Din Yaghi 
Basan in three lines across fields, rev. Diademed and draped 
bust right with titles continued in outer margin, (Album 
1245, cf.Whelan pl. 17, 11, Mitchiner 1007). Both dark 
tone, first with blue-green patina, second nearly very fine, 
both very rare. (2) 

$200

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection both from CNG eSale 148, September 20 2006 
(lot 480, 482), both coming from the Henry Chitwood Collection.

  

1486*
Islamic Dynasties, Ottoman, Suleyman I (The Magnificent), 
(AH 926-974, AD 1520-1566), gold sultani 19mm, (3.49 g), 
Misr (Egypt) mint, dated 926 AH (1520 AD), obv. "Striker 
of the glittering, Master of might and victorious of land and 
sea", rev. "Sultan Suleyman, son of Selim, Lord, may his 
victory be glorious, minted in the metropolis of Egypt, 926", 
(Album 1317; cf.Mitchiner 1253, Wilkes 3158). Crinkled, 
very fine, scarce. 

$200

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Suttons, Summer Hill, 
11.10.1980 (lot 25) ex C.E.Pitchfork Collection.

  

1487*
Islamic Dynasties, Ottoman, Selim II, (1566-1574), gold 
sultani 18mm, (3.41 g), Khonja mint, dated 974 AH (1566 
AD), obv. and rev. Arabic legends, (Album 1324; cf. MWI 
1257, Wilkes 3166). Fine, slightly bent, rare. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Spink & Son, Numismatic 
Circular February 1998 (item 785).

  

1488*
Islamic Dynasties, Ottoman, Selim II, (1566-1574), gold 
sultani 18mm, (3.31 g), Jezayir mint, dated 974 AH (1566 
AD), obv. and rev. Arabic legends, (Album 1324; cf. MWI 
1257, Wilkes 3166). Fine, slightly bent, rare. 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Spink & Son, Numismatic 
Circular February 1998 (item 784).

  

1489*
Islamic Dynasties, Ottoman, Murad III, (1574-1595), gold 
sultani 18mm, (3.49 g), Damascus mint, dated 982 AH (1574 
AD), obv. and rev. Arabic legends, (Album 1332; BMC 242, 
Wilkes 3173). Very fine, scarce. 

$200

Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Spink & Son, Numismatic 
Circular February 1998 (item 790).

  

1490*
Islamic Dynasties, Ottoman, Murad III, (1574-1595), gold 
sultani 18mm, (3.40 g), Halab mint, dated 982 AH (1574 
AD), obv. and rev. Arabic legends, (Album 1332; BMC 242, 
Wilkes 3173). Very fine, scarce. 

$200

Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from Spink & Son, Numismatic 
Circular February 1998 (item 791).

  

1491*
Islamic Dynasties, Ottoman, Mehmed III (The Magnificent), 
(AH 1003-1012, AD 1595-1603), gold sultani 19mm, (3.47 
g), Constantinople mint, dated 1003 AH (1595 AD), obv.and 
rev. Arabic legends date and mint, (Album 1340, Mitchiner 
1264, Wilkes 3179). Slightly bent, very fine, scarce. 

$200

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired from M.R.Roberts November 
1989 from list 5.
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part

1492*
Islamic, Ottoman, various issues in small silver and AE from 
various mints, including Murad I (AH 763-791), (Album 
1289-1290, Wilkes 3126-3127); similar for Bayazid I (AH 
791-805) (A.1291, Wilkes 3128); Suleyman Celebi (AH 
806-813), (A.1296-7, Wilkes 3130-1); Musa (AH 813-
6) (A.1298, Wilkes 3135) (ex CNG 76/125, illustrated); 
Mehmet I (AH 816-824), (A.1299.2, Wilkes 3136); Murad 
II (824-848) (2), (A.1302.3, Wilkes 3143); Mehmet II (AH 
855-886), (A.1308, Wilkes 3147 [3], 3148 [2]), Bayazid II 
(AH 886-918) (3) (A.312, Wilkes 3151); Selim I (AH 918-
926), (6) (A.1315, Wilkes 3163); Suleyman (AH 926-974) 
(A.1318 [holed], A.A1321 [8], Wilkes 3159, 3163); Selim 
II (AH 974-982) (A.1325, Wilkes 3168); Murad III (AH 
982-1003), (6) (A.1335-6, Wilkes 3176-7); Ahmad I (AH 
1012-1026), (2), (A.1349.2, Wilkes 3187); others various 
(5) mostly in AE. Mostly very good - very fine, an interesting 
collection of small fractional silver coins. (48) 

$150

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection and previously from various dealers from 
1970s-1990s, all mostly in envelopes described, together with source.

 

1493*
Islamic Dynasties, (Banijurid a minor dynasty in Eastern 
Khorasan), later governors of Andaraba & Banjhir, al-Harith 
b. Harb, (c.late 10th century), silver multiple dirham (17.07g), 
Kurat Badakhshan mint, not dated, citing al-Harith b. Harb 
in reverse field below Samanid overlord Nuh b. Mansur, and 
official Muhammad in obverse field, (Album 1439, Wilkes 
1554, cf.Steve Album Auction Sale 38, 2 September 2020, 
[lot 2283] similar example). A well produced example with 
some original mint bloom, very fine. 

$100

  

part

1494*
Islamic Dynasties, Qarlughid, Persian (Post-Seljuk), Nasir 
al-Din Muhammad Qarlugh, (AH 647-658, AD 1249-
1259), billon jitals (7) each @ 15mm, horse type most with 
inscription in three lines various mints and types, (Tye 349, 
Album 1819; Wilkes 1939) (these from Jean Elsen Sale 94, 
December 15, 2007, [lot 1787]); miscellaneous copper coins 
various sizes and types (6, including a Roman follis, all from 
Coin Trends February 20, 1992); Khanates of Caucasia, 
Ganja, Ja'far al-Jawwad, (AH 1200-1220, AD 1785-1805), 
silver abbasi (2.92g), Ganja mint, AH"12" (for 1200), obv. 
Shi'ite kalima, rev. mint, date, and phrases 'ya Allah and 
ya karim', (Album 2944E, Wilkes 3854, a very similar coin 
was in Steve Album Auction 36, 23 January 2020 [lot 978] 
and realised US $240, this coin ex M.R.Roberts May 15, 
1979, illustrated). Last coin extremely fine and rare, the 
Qarlughid group very fine - extremely fne, other copper 
mostly fine. (14) 

$150

Ex Dr. L.J. Sherwin Collection, acquired as noted above.

  

  

part

1495*
Islamic, Anatolia and al-Jazira (Post-Seljuk), Artuqids 
(Mardin), assorted copper dirhams of various rulers from 
Fakhr al-din Qara Arslan (AH 539-570), with the Sprengler-
Sayles and Wilkes numbers 6-1178, 25-1197, 26/27-
1198/1200 (2), 30-1203 (2, one illustrated), 31-1204 (2, one 
illustrated), 32-1205, 34-1207 (2), 35-1208 (4), 36-1209, 
37-1211 (2), 38-1212, 40-1214 (2, small and large), 43-
1217, 46-1230, 47-1221, Najm al-din Ghazi AE fals Wilkes 
1225; Zengid Atabegs of Mosul, assorted copper dirhams of 
various rulers with issues from Qutb al-Din Maudud, (AH 
544-565, AD 1149-1170), with SS and Wilkes numbers 
59-1240 (2), 62-1245, 65-1250, 68-1258, Zengid of Syria, 
73-1265 (2), AE fals 74-1266, extras Ayyubid of Al-Jizira 
AE dirham (Wilkes 941). Fair - very fine, an interesting lot of 
mostly Islamic figural bronze dirhams, some scarce. (34) 

$400

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection all house in descriptive envelopes mostly 
acquired in 1970s - early 1980s.
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part

1496*
Byzantine and Islamic Glass Weights, glass weights of 
various sizes, dirhem size, dark brown and green in colour, 
impressed into the glass a circular Greek or Arabic legend 
on the obverse, one noted as 6th century with legend in 
three lines ANAC/TACIO/V (illustrated) another issue as 
a Mameluk issue (illustrated); others uncertain with loops 
added (2), others late Roman issues described as glass 
tickets or weights (3) (bought in July 1971), others (14) one 
illustrated, some are plain or a bead, a few with figures on 
obverse.  Very good - very fine and some scarce, a few in 
collector's packets. (21) 

$300

Ex M.J. Syddell Collection.

  

part

1497*
Islamic Glass Weights, glass weights of dirhem size, dark 
brown and green in colour, impressed into the glass a circular 
Arabic legend on the obverse, noted as Fatimid issues Caliph 
Al-Hakim (996-1021) (3) (one illustrated), others of Al-'Aziz 
Nizar (976-996) and Al-Zahir (1021-1036). Very fine and 
scarce, in collector's packets. (5) 

$150

Ex M.J. Syddell Collection.


